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Major Gen. Walter C. Short and Rear Admiral H. E.
Kimmel who were the United States commanders in Hawaii
at the time of the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, have
applied for retirement. And that’s apparently where they
were when the enemy unleashed its deadly attack.

40 Cents
11.00 to 1.00 o’clock

What better way than

The Black Cat

SEEK RETIREMENT

BOILED DINNER

Valentine’s Day?

Judge Tompkins On the Bench For Superior
Court Session—Short Term Likely
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[EDITORIAL]

Women Are Wanted

THURSDAY, FEB. 12

NEW JUSTICE IS PRESIDING

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette .was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and In 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17. 1897.

A capable son of a distinguished
father is presented above, Charles
W. Snow, Jr, affectionately called
Billy during Summer vacations at
Spruce Head Island. He is a fresh
man at Wesleyan, has made the
Warren — Intermediate School freshman basketball team and is do
Building. /
ing entirely satisfactory class work
Unicn. Appleton, Washington which is to be expected when one’s
and West Washington — Railway parents are such folks as Wilbert
Express Agency in Union.
and Jeanette Simmons Snow.
St. George (all sections)—Town
hall in Tenants Harbor.
Vinalhaven—^Selectmen’s office.
Isle au Haut — Town Clerk’s
home.
Civil Service Jobs As AssistNorth Haven—Offlce of the First
. ant Laboratory Aides
Selectman.
Await Them
Camden—Selectmen’s office Sat
Women are wanted for civil
urday and Sunday and in the
service jobs as assistant laboratory
Opera House on Monday.
South Thomaston — Town Hall aides according to a war produc
tion employment bulletin issued
(Monday only).
Rockport — Selectmen’s
office by Charles Jillson, manager of thc
from 1 p. m. to 5 p. m. Saturday U. S. Employment Service offlce
and Sunday from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. here.
Only women with college train
Monday.
Matinicus and Criehaven—The ing of at least two years, includ
plantation clerk’s office on Matini ing two laboratory courses in
physics or chemistry and who
cus.
completed
mathematical
Any shut-ins or Invalids may have
courses
up
to
and
including
trigo
register by calling thc Chamber
nometry
should
apply,
he
said.
of Commerce offlce and contact
Salaries begin at $1620 a year
Mrs. Lenore Savage who will ar
range to have a registrar call at for jobs throughout the country.
Appointees who successfully com
the hoTne.
plete a three-months training
period will become eligible for
Parents of boys and girls who wish promotion to higher wage rates.
to secure instrumental training on
The duties are to test and cali
band instruments have a fine op brate gages and delicate measur
portunity afforded them, in Rcck ing instruments, to make appro
land at the present time. Any boy
priate calculations and to submit
or girl in Grades Five, Six. Seven,
reports.
and Eight who wishes to secure a
Application forms may be se
musical education may start his
cured at the U. S. Employment
musical training at once. If tne
Service office at 401 Main street
pupil purchases an instrument he
which is assisting the Civil Serv
will be given free training during
ice Commission in recruiting need
school-time for the rest of the year.
It is hoped that enough pupils may ed workers for government de
be secured to start a beginner's partments. Forms may also be
band. This plan has the backing secured at the Iccal offlce of the
and approval of the school au Secretary of the U. S. Board of
Civil Service Examiners, or in the
thorities.
Post Office Building, or from the
U. S. Civil Service District office
in the Federal Building at Boston.
METHODIST CHURCH
ROCKLAND
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Knox Ccunty Selective Service
Board has announced the follow
ing Diaces of registration for the
draft for men who reached their
£Oth birthday on cr before Dec. 31,
3041 and who have not reached
their 45 th birthday by Feb. 16,
1942. This registration does not
apply to men who have already
registered in previous registra
tion. Hours will be fTcm 9 a..m.
to 5 p. m. on the 14th and 15th and
from 7 a. m. to 9 p. m. on the 16th
unletr otherwise specified.
Rock!ind — East Room cf the
Community Building.
Owls Head—Town Hall on Mon
day only.
Thomaston—Watts Hall.
Friendship — Rcy Wincapaw*
hall.
Cushing—Heme of the Town
Clerk.

THREE CENTS A COPY
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until they show any symp
toms of the disease.
JAMES P. KENT, O. O.

Telephone 318-W

Local Health Officer

AMONG THE GIVERS
By the time these lines appear before our readers Knox
County’s Red Cross War Fund will have been very nearly
subscribed, thanks to the diligence of the committees to whom
the mammoth task was assigned, and the generosity of the
donors—some of whom “gave until it hurt.” It was a long,
hard -pull, and if the story were written in detail it would most
certainly take into account those 50-cent pieces and dollars
which were added to the fund by many persons in whose
homes there may have been a sad lack of the necessities of
life. They have given because of a recogniton of the emerg
ency which has filled the world with woe; they have given be
cause they are moved by the patriotic spirit of the times. All
honor to them I

ANY WAY TO STOP
Commenting upon the fact that 216 persons lost their
lives in this State last year through traffic accidents, Henry
P. Weaver, chief of the Maine State Police, is moved to re
mark that the most serious charge leveled against the motorist
was that of frightening domestic animals. Today the Maine
motorist is charged with having caused 210 deaths in a single
year. The most tragic feature of this situation is the seem
ing inability to prevent its continuance. Chief Weaver and
his associates are moving Heaven and earth, but the slaughter
goes on.

PREDICTIONS AND JOKES
There can be no question but that the United Nations are
facing three powerful enemies in Germany, Italy and Japan,
which are waging a most disastrous warfare all over the
globe. Bad enough without the dire predictions which arc
being consistently made by the press and radio—predictions
which would have been verified weeks ago were they not pre
mature, to say the least. There has been one result, how
ever, a partial cessation of the bombastic bragging in which
this country was indulging when the war began, and against
which this newspaper early cautioned. Stage jokes against
the Axis powers are rapidly giving way to the more serious
reflection that we have our hands full. Cheap jokes will get
us nowhere.
MUST EXERCISE CARE

We have reached that critical stage of National Defense
where idle curiosity and the swapping of idle rumors have
become exceedingly dangerous. Sunday a sight-seeing plane
hovered over a defense plant in Illinois and was promptly
greeted with machine gun fire which resulted in the wound
ing of one of the passengers. One cannot be too careful of
his eyes, ears or tongue these days, which, of course, is as it
should be during the days when a nation’s welfare is at stake.
LIMITING NATIONAL DEBT
The trend of the times is seen in the action cf the Senate
Finance Committee which would seek to place the Nation’s
debt limit at $100,000,000,000. It Is already $61,000,000,000
and rising rapidly on account of war expenditures. Here lies
a situation which a few years ago would have been consid
ered out of the range of reason. And it reminds us of thc
epigrammatic remark made by the late Thomas B. iReed, when
the Portland statesman was Speaker of the National House of
Representatives. Chided with the fact that Congress was .
spending a billion dollars at one of its sessions, Reed drawled:
“That’s true, my friend, but this is now a billion dollar
country.”

TRAGEDY AHEAD FOR JAPAN
“American might is irresistible,” Senator Ralph O. Brew
ster told a Bangor audience Sunday night, predicting a tragic
result for Japan. Everybody hopes that the Maine statesman
was as correct in that prophecy as he is in most of his
utterances.
IT DIDN’T HAPPEN

The daily press and the radio commentators are now
greatly disturbed as to what will happen when Hitler launches
his great Spring offensive. They might turn back the pages
to the assurances he gave his country that the war would be
won in 1941. It just didn't happen.

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL
The former French liner Normandie was ravaged yester
day by a Are supposed to have 'been started by sparks from a
welder's torch. The flames ruined the $60,000,000 craft and
200 workmen were injured.
The Imperial British line, breached by strong Japanese
landings on a ten mile stretch of western Singapore Island,
reformed yesterday and counter-attacked in a supreme effort
to cast out and destroy the first invaders ever to set foot
upon this outpost of empire in the 123 years of its existence.
Aided by American-made planes, the Russians hurled the
Germans back for new and smashing gains on both ends of the
1500-mile front yesterday and Soviet authorities announced
the capture of “one village after another" from German forces
floundering westward in disordered retreat.
Japanese planes, making their first invasion stab at the
rich Netherlands Indies capital yesterday, inflicted "some
damage" on grounded aircraft and wounded 11 civilians, but
failed to pierce a heavy barrage thrown up over the vital harbor
area, the Dutch command said.
Fire at Bar Harbor yesterday destroyed the Congregaional Church and an adjoining block.

THE SCOUTS SAY “THANK YOU”

WANTED
FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS
ON IMPROVKD REAL ESTATE

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURED By listed stocks and bonds

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Corp,
pl-e0Ttf

- A warm word of appreciation goes to’all citizens
who contributed paper to the campaign conducted
last night by the Kockland Boy Scouts in behalf of
the Red Cross Fund. A vote of thanks goes to the
city and to the individuals who contributed the
trucks which made the drive possible.
HAROLD C. WHITEHILL.
Pres. Scout Leaders' Ass’n.

.#

(By The Roving Reporter)

Selectees who have seen or will
see, army service, will be interested
to know that canners are produc
ing more than six million cans of
beans a year. But what’s this I
hear about the possibility of dis
continuing the canning of brownbread?

Justice Nathaniel Tompkins

married at Revere, Mass., July 9.
1929. Otis and Harmon for libellant.
Marguerite L. Snow of Rcckland
from Hubert A. Snow cf parts un
known; married at Calais April 11,
1936.. Wilbur for libellant.
Lolita M. Drinkwater of Rockland
from Edward W. Drinkwater of
Pleasant Ridge, Mich... married at
Rockland July 22, 1938. Wilbur for
libellant.
Maryon K. Mcody of Rockville
from George W. Mocdy of Manches
ter, N. H., married at East Union
Dec. 25. 1937. Tirrell for libellant.
Leah Loud cf Rockland from Ed
ward Lcud1 of Fort Story, Va., mar
ried at Eastport Dec. 1, 1936. Bur
rows for libellant.
Sarah Hull Linnell of Rockland
from Fred R. Linnell cf Thcmaston.
married at Thomastcn Aug. 5, 1022.
Burrows for libellant.
Carmelita E. Danielson from
Mauritz L. Danielson, both of
Rockland, married at Rockland July
27, 1939. Burrows for libellant.
Catherine A. Maillard cf Rcckland
from Edwin E. Maillard now commorant of Portland, married at
Rockland Feb. 7, 1938. Burrows for
libellant. .
F. Muriel Crockett from David E.
Crockett, Jr., both of Camden, mar
ried at Rockland, Sept. 17, 1932.
Tirrell for libellant.
Edna M. Powers of Rockland from
Walter C. Powers of Cushing, mar
ried at Thomaston May 8, 1927 Tir
rell fcr libellant.
Myrtle B. Ames from Franklin D.
Ames, both of Rcckland; married
at Rockland June 4, 1931. Wilbur for
libellant.
Bernice M. Anderson from Arnold
M. Anderson, both of Rockland;
married at Rockland Sept. 6, 1936.
Wilbur for libellant. .
Frederick C. Staples from Evelyn
Staples, both of Rockland; married
at Rockland Dfcc. 12, 1924 Wilbur
for libellant.
Gertrude E. Messer from Sidney
H. Messer, beth of Rockland; mar
ried at Orono Oct. 14, 1929. Wilbur
for libellant.
• • • •
Following is a list of the appealed
cases:
Julius Anderson, South Thomas
ton, drunken driving.
George C. Beggs, Waldoboro, issu
ing checks without funds.
Henry T. Carleton, Rockport,
drunken driving.
Samuel Shapiro, Rockland no
junk dealer's license.
Thomas H. Young, Matinicus,
larceny.
Albert Enstedt, St. Gecrge, driv
ing without license after license re
voked.
Ruth Hall. Thomaston, stop-sign
violation.

The opening of Knox County Su
perior Court, which took place
shortly before The Courier-Gazette
went to press brought here for the
first time Nathaniel Tompkins of
Houlton—In his comparatively new
capacity of a Justice.
Having just completed his term in
Waldo County, Judge Tompkins
came to his new assignment yester
day afternoon, made the acquaint
ance of the officials at the Court
House, looked over the scene of op
erations, and reached the prompt
conclusion that he was “going to
like.” A conclusion in which those
who have already met the new Jus
tice very promptly concurred.
Judge Tompkins comes out of the
great potato county into a region
where he already had many friends
by virtue of having served three
terms in the House of Representa
tives, two in the State Senate and
one in the Third House, where a
keen observer like Judge Tompkins
learns a great many things abcut
statecraft long before he draws a
number in either branch of Legis
lature.
Made such a strong impression in
Maine’s law making institution, did
the Aroostook attorney that he was
elected first as Speaker * of the
House and later as President of the
Senate, which latter position he re
signed upon his appointment to the
Superior Court Bench.
They send strong men down from
the great garden county, and it fol
lowed naturally that the man who
now draws the title of “His Honor,”
should play an active and promi
nent part beneath the gilded dome
of the State Capitol and his leader
ship of the two branches was accom
plished in a manner that reflected
credit upon himself and the admir
ing constituency which sent him
there.
This morning’s session opened with
prayer by Rev. Dr. Guy Wilson, pas
tor of the Methodist Church. The
Grand Jury, charged at the preced
ing term, went at once about its
affairs, under the guidance of Coun
ty Attorney Stuart C. Burgess, who
foresaw nothing which could not be
handled within the day. Other
court officials are:
Clerk—Milton M. Griffin.
Sheriff—C. Earle Ludwick.
Court Stenographer—Edward T.
Riehardscn.

Local stenographers will be in
terested to know that $25,000,009
worth of carbon paper and inked
typewriter ribbon are used by the
members of that vccation each year.
It's a good idea to carry a num
ber of stray pennies in your pocket
these days. War taxes necessitate
odd change.

animal was fat and well nourished,
but just as dead as though it had
starved."—Black Cat in The Rock
land Courier-Gazette.
Tain’t any more gosh darned cold
here than ’tis in Rockland, o-r any
where else in this latitude at this
time of year, or so much so. No
coon in normal health is going to
freeze to death out in the open.
He’d hole in somewhere. But if he
et something he shouldn’t have and
got caught out with an attack of
acute indigestion, and expired, he’d
freeze up like any other hunk of
meat left out in the ccld, I betcha.—
Deer Isle Messenger.
And that’s that.

Group life insurance, although
only 33 years old, now insures 12,500,000 workers of the U3.A. in 32,800 different companies or employe
groups, giving them an average pro
tection of $1500 from this source
alone, in addition to the protection
Mrs. J. D, Akers has just received they have from their ordinary or
a five months old kitten shipped by Industrial insurance.
Railway Express from Mrs. C. L.
Production of reclaimed rubber is
Warner, (Vera Studley) from Pearl
being
expanded steadily and is now
Harbcr, Hawaii. The kitten went
in
excess
of 300,000 long tons an
through the bombing and arrived in
nually,
the
Department of Com
perfect condition.
merce reports.
A Knox County official has owned
Probably any train man would be
an automobile for many'years and
able
to tell you that the maximum
has ridden thousands cf miles, but
grade
on a main line track is 2.2
today he rides by train as much as
percent
and that curvatures of six
possible. Saving tires.
degrees are met with occasionally.
Somebody has called my atten
One year ago: Stanley Murray
tion to a marriage which took place
was
awarded the valedictory and
not long ago, not many miles from
June
Chatto the salutatory in Rock
Rockland. The contracting parties
land
High School with 20 seniors
were Pitcher and Creamer.
ranking above 90—Justice Raymond
“Didn’t knew they had it so gosh Fellows was presiding over Superior
darned cold down at Deer Isle, but Court.—Deaths: Rockland, William
Editor Rcbbins reports the finding H. Hilt, 85; Warren, Nelson J. Wil
of a 25-pcund raccoon frozen to liams, 88; Swan’s Island, Mrs. Elsie
death on the bough of a fir tree. The Joyce. 78. and John Kent, 73.

Always grateful to Fred C. Green
for his Black Cat tips, I am asking
him, by all means, to forward his
suggested story on the first bicycle
wheeled racing sulky.

ning was Walter A. Hawkins of
[Bridgton, former president of the
board of the Jordan Marsh Com
Kiwanis Club Kicked Up Its pany and founder of the Three
Heels At Hotel Rockland Quarter Century Club and Century
Club and well known after dinner
Last Night
speaker whose services are in de
The Kiwanis Club held its sixth mand all over New England. Mr.
annual charter night at Hotel Rock Hawkins since retirement from ac
land last night with a dinner at 7 tive business life, has made his home
o’clock fallowed by speaking and on a farm close to Highland Lake in
dancing. Eighty-two, including la Bridgton. His talk was on “The
dies and guests, attended the affair Importance of a Sense of Humor”
which amounted to a celebration of and he proceeded to demonstrate
the club's growth since its first i the value of a sense of humor as he
charter night six years ago. Mem ! held his audience for over An hour
bers of the Orono and Pittsfield with a steady flow of stories and
clubs were present in fcrce.
anecdotes of a busy business life
Toastmaster Arthur F. Lamb in and his well earned retirement. His
troduced the speakers the first of sparkling wit and manner of dellvwhom was the “Daddy" of the club, ’ery kept the Kiwanians and their
past governor of the New England guests in laughter the entire eve
district, George H. Harrison of ning.
Portland who was in office at the
The Lime City Boys played for
time that the local club was formed , dancing in the main dining room
and was instrumental in obtaining until 12.
the club for Rockland. He con
gratulated it on its growth and the
Rev. Guy Wilson will be ln Au
community service which it has ren gusta Wednesday at an all day ses
dered in the past six years, predict sion of the Annual Methodist Min
ing an even greater growth and isters’ Retreat.
service in the years to ccme.
Richard Bird, who is eligible fcr
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Army service, was the target of
some good natured kidding from thc
If I had my life to live again I
toastmaster. He asked to read a pa would have made a rule to read some
poetry and listen to some music at
per, which he had prepared for the least once a week. The loan of these
ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
occasicn, and in it touched on every tastes
Darwin
member of the club and his trade or
COMPOSED UPON WESTMINSTER
profession in a joking manner.
BRIDGE
Wilbur F. Senter will show colored
Lieut. Governor of Division 9,
September 3, 1802
motion pictures at the meeting of Merlon T. .Webber of Pittsfield,
has not anything to show more
the Pleasant Valley Grange tonight. stated that he was glad to be pres Earth fair:
Dull would he be of soul who could
ent for the anniversary dinner and
pass by
A sight so touching In its majesty:
to be able to have several of the This
City now doth, like a garment.
wear
Pittsfield club members with him to
The beauty of the morning; silent,
help the Rockland club celebrate
bare.
Bud Clark’s Orchestra
and to once again meet “Art” Lamb Ships, towers, domes, theatres, and
temples lie
who was district governor when the Open unto the Helds, and to the aky:
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS
and glittering In the smoke
Pittsfield Club was farmed and who All bright
less air.
Five Door Prizes Nightly
is regarded as the “Daddy” of that Never did sun more beautifully steep
In hl« first splendor valley, rock, or
8.30 P. M.
club. He continued to say, that Dis
hill;
Admission 40c and 30c, tax incl.
saw I, never felt, a calm so deepl
trict 9 stands high in the New Eng Ne'er
The
river
glideth at his own sweet
- New Management
will:
land area and that the Rockland
God I the very houses seem
Glen Cove Grange Hall club stands exceptionally high in the Dear asleep;
And all that mighty heart to lying
18-lt attendance record of the district.
etui!

Crier—Granville N. Baehelder.

In charge of Grand Jury—Jethro
D. Pease; in charge of Traverse
Jury, Harry Edgecomb; deputies at
large—J. .D. Mathews and Irvin L.
Simpson.
Court came in this morning at 10
o’clock, standard time, and an
nouncement of the further time
schedule was to be made by thc
court. .
The naturalization cases, of
which there are understood to be
about 14, will be heard Wednesday
afternoon, the applicants being ac
companied by an examiner from the
Bcston Naturalization Office.
A short term seems to be in pros
pect as nothing unusual is offered
by either the civil nor the Criminal
docket. Divorces, normal.
The following cases are ln order
for hearing:
Lena M. Tinker, of Vinalhaven
from Jotham E. Tinker of parts un

Sixth Charter Night

DANCING

known, married at Vinalhaven Dec.
12, 1933, Wilbur for libellant.

Wendell O. Page of Camden from
Mary TRen Page ot parts unknown;

The principal speaker of the eve-: J

1
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we

are the

clay,

and thou our potter.—Is. 64: 8.
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Book Review

Hitler’s Jack-Boot
Not Going To Stamp Out Fact
That Russia Is Waging a
Great War, Says
Averill

THE GUMPS
LOOK., FOLKS,’

BY

EPSON

REQUESTS

From

MV THOUSANDS OF
EMPLOYE es
ASKING- ME T&
TAKE PART OF THE1R_
SALARIES To BOY SAVINGS
POMPS
FOR THEM //

President
Roosevelt,
Premier
Churchill and Premier Stalin all j
recognize the war with Hitler and
Indian Place-Names of The
Japan as one indivisible war. They
Penobscot Valley and The Maine all recognize however, that main
Coast. Author Fannie Hardy Ecks struggle is with Hitler on the Rus- j
trom, M. A.
sian front. It Russia crushes Hit- j
This Ls a valuable and highly In ler, then Japan will go; if Hitler
structive treatise of the entire should win his Spring offensive
coastal region’s source of informa against Russia, then Hitler and
tion on Indian languages, dialects Japan will either win' this war or I
become the greatest possible menace
and documentary data Covered on
to the world.
authoritative scholarly standards, is
Hitler’s agents, appeasers and war j
done as no other than Fannie Hardy production obstructionists, in the
ABOUT"
Eckstrom with her study could United States are making every
FOLKS?
crafty
move
to
weaken
or
disrupt
bring together, and will be for all
STA«ret
the all-out aid of the United States
FAffHOVttime a valuable historical help.
and England to the Russian front.
The close study cf the origin of
your.
Hitler’s followers say, “Never mind
7/
names is mcst intriguing. There is Hitler. Our war Ls in the Pacific.
office Yet?
much information about this sec Let’s take care of Japan.” Another
tion of Knox County, especally of move is the moss-grown propaganda
Rockland (Bed-abed-ek) which in trick to create suspicion and dis- ies, impressed them into his gang
cludes lew land near Rockland, and trust against Soviet Russia. “What ster armies and starves them un
Rockland Harbor. In an old map will Russia do to us after the war? der thp menace of torture and
was found this name “Medombetick “these “Moscow gold” Munchausens
, ,„
Former Rockland Man, Celedeath,
Bay" for our lovely Rocgkland Har ask as.
-I LI ’ O ’ 4 h \A/
tng i
learned that the terrible thing
bor. And Medombetich Hills for
All of this should be as clear as
mg
His Sixth War
Dodge’s Mountain.
The name the sun in a cloudless sky. In about Russia was their terrible i
Ohickawaukie Lake was before Tol- Western Europe, Hitler has some mistake Th believing the terrible • Jchn Thomas Robbins, formerly
mfrn iPond and Med-am-(bat-tek, 250.000,000 people under his jack- lies that Hitler told them about 1 of Rockland, celebrated his 93d
Med-am-bet-tox for the hill or boot. Under pain of imprisonment Soviet Russia.
birthday Thursday at the home
For years American public opin
Mountain near the lake was frlst or the firing squad, he has these
of his daughter Mrs. Ralph Rich
Madarbettsx Mountain.
Cat-a- people recruited in his gangster ion has been sprayed by this same ards in Waterville.
Wamt-ek was The “Great Landing armies, or in his war factories poison gas propaganda. Now Hit
Mr. Robbins was born in RockPlace” in Rockland, later Lermond’s throughout Europe where they ler is trying to use this same ! land in 1849. son of Horace Udson
to divide the American peoCove, near Crockett’s Point of topo are driven like galley-slaves to get trick
,
, .
, ..
...
,
| and Sophia (Wooster) 'Robbins
pie
and
break the alliance of the
,
, ,
graphical maps.
out the tanks and planes for his
1 and was one of .four children.
United States and Russia against
Another authority gives Catar- Spring offensive.
His life has been an eventful one
him. A Hitler fifth-columnist or i
gwan-tic, as "Grand Landing,” now
Should he be able not to stop
I
filled with many interesting exknown as the city of Rockland, but only to delay the supplies to appeaser will be found at the root i periences.
sometimes known as the “Greatest j Russia, he might win his offensive of this propaganda. However, a
He was 9 when his father died,
new understanding of Russia has
Landing Place.”
against Russia. Then he would
leaving his mother to bring up her
In the Indian days, RocklandI have Russia’s 200,000,000 man burst into the understanding of little family, and John, being aware
Harbor was the great traffic center power with his own 250 000,000 the American people. Her unparal cf the fact that his assistance was
leled military power which is
of western Penobscot Bay for In- j subjects.
reeded started out to earn'a few
With this he would
dians. From this “Grand Landing” have the vast raw materials of clearly the output of her vast in pennies which would help.
dustrial progress and political un
ran three carries to different points
Russia with her great factory and
He went fishing, haying cr did
westward, the Lower, Middle, and armament works. Then, united ity has blown away the fascist anything that hLs small body was
Upper Trails. And because of this with Japan Hitler would crush smokescreen of lies.
What is the foreign policy of able to stand. In the Summers he
the Thomaston peninsula was an England. Egypt, Singapore, East
Soviet Russia? In a speech de carried water for the farmers and
importan t place in the strategic Indies and the Philippines.
livered March 10, 1939. Premier for the cattle in the Winter, he
control of Maine, hence the French
What are we doing for the Rus Stalin made the following state followed the plough and rode
claims and the location by the sian front? The New York Times
horses, working night and day un
English of Fort St. George at recently reported that not even ment:
“The foreign policy of hte So til he was about 12 years cld.
Thomaston.
half the war equipment premised viet Union is clear and explicit:
When the call came for men to
The name Medombetick Bay for by the United States has been de
follow
the sea during the Civil
“1. We stand for peace and the
Rockland Harbor was found also in livered to the Soviet Union in the
war, ycung John was among the
the (Pejepscot Papers) a mortal past three months and that much strengthening cf business relations first to offer his services. There
mix-up, with questions asked bungling has occurred. That delay with all countries. That is our were many coasters sailing cut
whether Bedabedek and Medombe and bungling is Just what Hitler position, and we shall adhere to from Rockland at this time and
this position as long as these
tick were not the same word
it was very hard to get enough men
wants. Whoever is responsible for
Now comes K t aquohassodi or it, is whether intentionally or not countries maintain like relations to man a vessel, and John found
K t-aguant-ek the “Greatest Land helping Hitler. There is much with the Soviet Union, and as long here an answer to his dream. He
ing-Place." Maybe the oldest form talk about what will be done in as they make no attempt to tres shipped cn one of these coasters
pass on the interests of our
for Rockland waterfront.
Take 1943, 1944 and so on. But Hitler is ) ccuntrv
for three voyages to Nova Scotia
your choice.
and
Newfoundland.
planning fo steal the horse this { „9 w
We stand fcr peaceful, close
This greatest traffic center for Spring. It (will be no use to lock
In the Winter of 1864, the M E.
and friendly relations with all the
Western
Penobscot
Bay
and
Partridge was launched at Rock
the stable door later.
neighboring countries which have
Owl’s Head from the neck resembled
One dees not need to be a mili common frontiers with the U. S. land. a vessel built to carry lime
the head cf an owl. Camden, Bel
to Southern ports, and owned by
fast. South Thomaston and Thom tary strategist to understand that S. R. That is cur position; and the Cobb-White Company. Rob
aston Quis-quam-ego and several the war is being fought out right we shall adhere to this position bins was then only 14 at the time
other spellings. Waldoboro, Bath now on the Russian front. The as iong as these countries main- but the night before the ship sailed,
and numerous other sections. This heroism of General MacArthur and tain like relations with the So the captain asked John to go
is a comprehensive, exacting and our American and Filipino sol- viet Union, and as long as they aboard and sleep so that he could
highly interesting study for those diers does not alter the fact that make no attempt to trespass, di watch the cargo.
of seeking minds for the roots of while he has 55.000 men in battle rectly or indirectly cn the integrity
This was a new experience for
things and especially Indian lore. Russia has some 9.000,050 men and inviolability of the frontiers the lad, and he was thrilled to
The Maine coast is studied' in fighting on a 2,000 mile front. That of the Soviet state.
think that he was to be trusted for
“3. We stand for the support of
treasure trove minute detail for is a magnitude of battle-front,
such
a task. During the night he
any ray of light possible. Scholars calculated on man power, that Ls nations which are the victims of was awakened by a choking sen
are greatly indebted to Mrs. Eck- 180 times that of Gen. MacAr aggression and are fighting for sation and upon investigation
strom for her intelligent and mas thur. Reliable reports give the the independ3nce of their country. found that lime in the hold had
“4. We are not afraid of the
terly work. This Maine Bulletin, German losses in seven months to
gotten cn fire. This was his first
will be placed in our Rockland be 7 000,000 men. This has no threats of aggressors and are experience and shortly after the
Library.
K. S. F. parallel in history and shows that ■ ready to deal two blows for every ship staited they run into stormy
• • • •
the striking power of Russia must blow delivered by instigators of
weather and once again the ship
From
Millions
To
Happiness. not be let down by our failure war who attempt to violate the So
was
on fire when off Cape Cod
Author, Albert Ludlow Kramer. J to forward the military supplies.
vjet borders.
and they were obliged to put back
Published by The Leighton Press. What must be done to meet the
“Such is the foreign policy of the to Bcston harbor.
New York.
situation? Loyalty for our sol- . Soviet Union.”
Mr. Robbins was in Baltimore
This book is for men and women diers. sailors and airmen, who are j This statement of policy by
he
year Lincoln was assasinated
who feel that they lack adequacy to fighting the enemy at the front, Stalin is confirmed by the entire
Several
interesting events took
live a life to the full and to have do demands that civilians shall fight history of Soviet Russia. Everyjlace
while
he was on beard a
minion over themselves. Down deep the enemy in the rear. The great- j where and always she has proboat
there.
Ships were cruising
in the hearts of thinking men and est enemy in our rear is those in- moted pea?e. She has struck cnly
the
harbor
searching
for Wilkes
women God dwells. If they recog terests which are blocking the at those nations who have invaded
Booth,
and
Robbins
was
standing
nize his power and study to make speed-up of supplies for this Spring or who have prepared invasion of
watch,
when
the
ship
v
as
struct:
their lives worthy. All they need offensive. They are the interests her borders. On the contrary,
on
the
starboard
side
ripping
it
of his power will come to them this which want a long war fcr all : people who have been told' that
wide
open.
The
good
ship
sank
al

writer has found.
there is in it for them. They are Soviet Russia might interfere with most at once and Robbins was one
We are told to search the Scrip the interests who have been build- ' the internal affairs of their countures It will prove to us, if we take ing Germany and Japan's war ma- try, will find that their own gov- of the last to leave, but with nim
this Divine command that willing chine and who have been asking | emments have placed armies in went the little sea-chest which his
hard earned pennies had bcught.
ness is the great need. To be will for war for years.
1 Soviet Russia for the express pur- He was transferred from five dif
ing to follow God’s commands we
pose of interfering with her inter ferent vessels before he reached
will be keen to seek and find hap Fifty million workers led by 10 nal affairs.
his home town again.
piness. Happiness comes to con million organized workers are lin
Soviet Russia is fi Jilting the
ing
up
to
drive
these
obstruction

Robbins 'followed the sea until
tented hearts. If we rely on the
mightiest battle in history to pro he was 18 when he learned the
ists
into
quick
action.
This
mili

promises of God, we should content
tect our rights and liberties as
our hearts by seeking his fulfill tant drive of the working people well as her cwn. Hitler's jack sailmaker’s trade with the A. C.
ment of promises found repeatedly should be supported by the mili boot is not going to stamp that Tibbetts Company and worked
tant demand of all the people. A
with them for 10 years or so. then
in Biblical passages.
fact cut of our understanding.
passive
attitude
to
this
situation
was employed with the Rockland
There are late nt powers in man
A. E. Averill
is
a
surrender
of
our
rights
and
Water Company working In Cam
that should be worked out to fit into
liberties.
A
blackout
cf
cur
trai

den,
Rockport and Thomaston.
the plans of Divine control, then
tors
is
far
more
imperative
than
Twelve
years later he went with
would come the contented heart and
a
blackout
of
our
windows.
'
the
Snow
Ship yard at Rcckland
the happiness, this author tells us
What is the terrible thing that
and worked there for 25 years,
we are heirs to if we are true fol
when he was retired from active
Soviet Russia will do to us after
lowers of God.
K. S. F.
the war? It was by this propagan
business. Mr. Robbins has lived
jeam to fly. Charles Treat, 66 da trick that Hitler divided and
13-tf through five wars and new enter
Ibot Ave, Tel. 1203.
150-tf crushed every nation in Western
ing upon the sixth—the Civil,
Europe. Every Rip Van Winkle
Spanish, Mexican, World War
"or dependable
radio service in Western Europe has had the
(the first) and now the Second
1 the Radio Shop, Tel. 844. 617 answer to this question stamped
World
War.
KNOX COUNTY GROWN
.in street. Complete Fhilco Line, into his understanding by Hitler's
He is a member of Aurora Lodge
SEEDS
idv.
60-tf bloody jack-boots. What Hitler
F.AM. cf Rockland.
BLUE HUBBARD SQUASH
said Russia would do to them is
In 1930 he went to Waterville
just what Hitler has done to
to
live with his daughter where he
SEEDS FOR SALE
them.
It
is
Hitler
who
has
“
over

hes
been ever since.
relieve misery ol
1941 Crop, Excellent Keepers
thrown all of their democratic
Mr. Rcbbins has made many
80c pound, postpaid
governments by force and vio
friends there arid his birthday
Stamps accepted
lence,” “destroyed their law- and
this year was filled with many
FRIENDSHIP, ME.
MuWCll order” and “persecuted their re BOX 68,
pleasant events
Many of the
ligions”. It is Hitler who has made
older men called during the day
15T21
them all slaves in his war factorand he received cards, telegrams,

(By K. 8. F.)

Ninety-Three Years

BELLBOY WANTED

Thorndike Hotel

QUINTUPLETS

CHEST COLDS

Tire Certificates

A Plea For Help
j

----n Invest

In Boyhood To Build
Manhood,” Savs Chairman McAlary

Allan F. McAlary, chairman of the
financial committee of the Boy
Sccuts of America, Rockland dis
trict, Abnaki Area. Pine Tree Coun
cil, has issued the following letter
to friends of the movement.

“Suspicion” at Camden Wednesday, Thursday

Listed below are the names of
persons issued certificates to pur<hase tires by the Knox °°unty

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE T

Ration Board for the week ending

Feb. 7:

Clintcn A. Burrage. Camden.
Allen Payscn, Camden.
Clarence Ripley, South Union.
Charles Studley. GlenCove.
Robert B. Connell, Warren.
Dr. George Pullen, Camden.
George Walker. Warren.
Samuel Archer. Jr.. Spruce Head
Eino J. Anderson, Owls Head.
Dr. Pauf Jones, Union.

•' • • •
Dear Citizen:—
The Boy Scout organization is
aga n serving our country as it did
in World War 1.
Scouting in our community fcas
Gecrge H. Gardner, Thomaston.
Packed with suspense, Cary Grant and Joan Fmtaine give fine pe
grown by leaps and bounds since we
formances, intensely exciting from book “Before the Fact.” This picture
James
P.
Moody,
Union.
have had the services of a field ex
has been among the ten best of the year, also Joan Fontaine’s perform
Raj- L. McLcud, Rcckport.
ecutive. We now have four troops
ance is so remarkable she is being voted an Academy Award Contestant.
Donald Clegg, Camden.
of Boy Scouts and a Sea Scout ship
This is definitely on your must see list.
(Red Jacket) with a total enroll
Lionel Blake, Camden.
ment of 125 boys and men.
Basil E. Burns, Friendship.
CREATIVE THINKING
Scouting is a definite part of our
Frank B. Calderwood, Union.
Discipline is what is sadly needed
community life. Civilian defense Stephen Daniels, Rcckland.
The Cumberland hotel at Port in the thinking world generally: and
authorities nationally have recog
land will be headquarters fcr the thinking is an art tn be cultivated
nized the value of Scouts as mes
TAI
K
OF
THF
TO1VN
Poetry Fellowship cf Maine for its for best ideals and employment. Nov
sages in the various defense coun
meeting. Saturday,
cils and now are asking them to
Rockland Lodge of Elks will ob-' Feb 14 There will be work ses- elists do this to perfection at times,
take over messenger service in all wrve Past Exalted Rulers’ Night to- sions at 11 a. m and in the after and sometimes over-crowd their
departments.
1 night, and tlie members’ punctual noon; and lunch will be enjoyed thinking powers, and possibly grap
Scouting Ls help ng to build our attendance is desired. Supper at! there Poetry by members will be
youth strong for the period which 630
I read ' and discussed. Mrs. F. H. ple with ideas that lead them into
will follow the war. These are the
‘ Freeman.of Pittsfield will preside. too deep waters of imag nation and
boys who will be the men of tomor- | Mrs. George L. St. Clair will be
membere have been notified they drown their own child of
rowt They must be strong to carry the chairman of the supper which is that she will be at Portland Friday thought.
Art is seldom free from the con
on.
I to be served at the monthly meet- .
Dreceding
It is obvious that to secure the ing of the Chapin class in the Uni- nig P
_
ventions of life; pathos needs close
discipline: humor much care lest it
amount necessary this year, the re- VCrsalist vestry at 6 o'clock tonight,
William
F.
Wood,
sen
of
Ge:rge
B
provee sarcasm or satire.
sponse from those financially able
A movie, presented by Howard Wood of the Rockland & Rockport
“Wounded vanity knows when it Is
Thomas,
will
be
presented
at
the
Lime
Corp.,
has
been
accepted
as
a
mortally
hurt, and limps off the
and many fine gifts including a
supervising
engineer by the Navy field, piteous, all disguises thrown
Liens
meeting
tomorrow.
large birthday cake. He is very
Department under a Civil Service away. But pride carries its banner
active for one of his years and is
appointment. Next M.nday he goes to the last." said Helen Hunt Jacka very interesting conversational
SOUTH THOMASTON
; to Massachusetts Institute of Techist.
RegLstration for Selective Serv- nQlogy f<jr JC weefc>. speciaI course son. a real philosopher, and a finely
balanced woman writer to be proud
He enjoys the radio and keeps ice will be only one day, Monday.
in naval construction, after which to remember, w th her strength and
in touch with the current events, Feb.’ 16, from 7 to 9.
he will >be assigned to a Naval yard justice and beauty of outlook on
especially the war conditions.
or shipyard. The appointment Is
His eyesight is not very good
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work very gratifying tc the ycung man life.
Inspiration should always be the
but he Ls able to get abcut the Wonders!
and his friends.
kej’ to creative thinking. Tlie more
house and take walks, and until
one writes if Ills ideals are high,
recently he went down street will have to be generous. We dare
The boys and girls teams of Rock the easier and smoother will be h s
every day.
not fail our boys.
land High School will meet th? thinking pen and his creative
One of the brightest spots in
One of your neighbors, who s
his life at the present time is his gladly giving his time and energy teams of Thomaston High Schcol genius brimmed with deeper attrac
.
..
f ...
in the Community Building Friday tiveness. Casual fancies are often
great-grandson “Billy” Richards, for
the success of this important
J
3
work,
will
call
upon
you.
asking
niSht in a Knox-Linccln League, worth recording for use when the
who adores his “Gramp" and is
your support
( contestwriter's need is for this possible line
always with him w-hen at home.
We feel confident you will be will(of thought. An artist must have
Mr. Robbins is a gentlemen of
Special attention is called to the real depth of character to paint with
the cld school a self made man, ing to make a sacrifice, if necesand one of the highest respected sary. in order to see Scouting con- Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thurs- high inspiration andsuccess. The
citizens of Waterville and it is tinue on the high plane that it has day feature, "The Answer cf the same with musician and wielder of
United States to the Fire Bomb the pen.
K. S. F.
hoped that he will round out the attained in the past few years.
Invest in Boyhcod to build Man- Threat.” A descriptive illustrated
-------------century mark.
hood
story appears on page 8.
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
By H. Burpee Larson

TALK OF THE TOWN

W HIE IV fill rnid W nter

Feb. 11—Tenants Harbor
Show, benefit Red Cross
P.eb. 11 — Vlnnlliaven
1
ment at Latter Da) Saints
sponsored bv Federal Credit 1
Feb. 12
Northport
Beni
at Grand View Grange hall,
for Bluejackets.
Feb. 12 Lincoln's Birthday
Feb. M—Thomaston Parei
er Ass’n meets at Federated
ve«try.
Feb. 12-19 Free School of
cookery at Masonic Temple
Feb. 14 St. Valentine's Duy.
Feb. 14—Llmerock Valley
Grange
meets
with
Megu
Grange of Camden
Feb. 14-16 - Draft reglstru
East Room. Commu'nlty Buildi
Feb. 16 - Waldoboro
Band
at High School auditorium
Feb. 17 Annual mld-Wlnti
ference of Garden Club Federa
Maine.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 13 Musical tea by Rul;
Club at Universalist vestry.
Red Cross.
Feb. 18 19—Junior Class pla\
a Life!" at High School audit)
Feb. 19—Meeting of Baptist
League.
Feb. 20—(3 to 9)—Woman's
tlonal Club meets at Grand
hull
Feb. 22—Washington's Blrthd
Feb. 27 Warren High Sclro,
fitrels at Glover hall
March 17 St Patrick’s Da)
March 21 Spring begin*.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
April 1—All Fools Da)
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter

The Weather
A swift moving highway
ment made quick work
snow which fell at the
but apparently had no in
with the thermometer whid

istered only 8 above at ti1
time sunrise. Daniel Boon
boro 107 years ago ton
The famous scout saw some
exciting times in his da
didn't have to camouflage h
tures with a gas mask or
first aid schools. Only foui
days before the arrival
funny valentine.
PAYSON IS PRESIDE]
At a special meeting o|
Knox Bar Association
morning Edward C. PaysoJ
elected president to sucrcd
late Hon. Job H. Montgc
Gilford B. Butler is ..vice
dent.

America’s Flying Might

The entire Labor and Fi)
Squad of the Disaster Cot]
are requested to attend the
in Chemical Warfare which
taught by County Chairma
Pomeroy. This course as
will prove very beneficial in
an emergency, not only to
dividual taking it but also
general public. The instrul
this and other classes freel|
of hLs time and members of
committees should do 1]
These classes should come f
the good of all. All member
attend these classes.
The beano party sponsorec
win Libby Relief Corps T]
afternoon will have Mrs. Ine
ard as hostess. The circle
will be served at 6 with Mr
Higgins as chairman with
An important business meet
follow at 7.30.
The W.C.T.U will meet Fi il
ernoon with Mrs. Etta S

An informative program on
temperance will be presel
Miss Ada B. Young. Mem]
asked to invite friends.

w''''

The morning's mail brep
ters frem Stewart M Pol
Waldoboro and Milton I
Rockland, who are with tlid

be prepared for war is one of the
most effectual ways ot preserving peace .

can

“7o

forces

in

the Terra

Hawaii. They will appear iij

ff

day’s issue.
Visitors ln Washington!
get copies of The Cou^
ze-tte at the Metropolita:
Agency, 603 15th street,
West.—adv.

can

When

George

Washington

spoke

these words the world was a much

smaller place.
Transportation and
communication facilities were such
that it took considerably longer for
anything to happen than it does today.
But there are certain thoughts that

were as true then as they are now.
This “preparation for war for the pres
ervation of peace” is one of them.

That is why the United States is hurry
ing to make itself the strongest nation
on earth.

DAVID G. HODGKIN!
Your newspaper plays an important
part in the preservation of peace by
keeping its readers informed of their
country’s progress in preparation of
war. Under the freedom guaranteed it
in the Constitution, the American Press
fearlessly voices the sentiments of the
American people.

&he AMERICAN PRESS DEMANDS
15he WORLD’S GREATEST AIR FORCE

OPTOMETRIST
836 MAIN ST.. ROCKLA!
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.3
Evenings By Appoint
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liian Fmtalne Rive fine pe-fore the Fact.” This picture
Isn .loan Fontaine’s performAcademy Award Contestant

reativf. thinking

)line is what is sadly needed
hinking world generally; and
g is an art t«> be cultivated
ideals and employment. Novo this to perfection at times,
jmethnes over-crowd their
g powers, and possibly graph ideas that lead them into
p waters of imag nation and
Irown their own child of
t.
s seldom free from the cons of life; pathos needs close
ne; humor much care lest It
sarcasm or satire.
nded vanity knows when it ts
y hurt, and limps off ihe
lit,ous, all disguises thrown
But, pride carries its banner
last." said Helen Hunt Jackeal philosopher, and a finely
d woman writer to be preud
.mber. w th her strength and
and beauty of outlook on

ration should always be the
creative thinking. The more
it s if hLs ideals are high,
ier and smoother will be h s
lg pen and his creative
biimmed with deeper attracs. Casual fancies are often
recording for use when the
. need is for this possible line
ught. An artist must have
;pih of character to paint with
nspiration and success. Tlie
with musician and wielder of
n.
K. S. F.

Defense Bonds and Stamps
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Every-Other-Day
"Petty Annoyances” was the
theme of the Y.P.C.U.’s weekly
meeting at which the attendance
was large despite the inclement
weather. Devotionals were led by
Miss (Helen Crockett, assisted by
Lucille Stanley, Kay Weed, Nada
Carey, Eleanor Tracey and Miles
Sawyer. The offertory service was
, conducted by Miss Virginia Bowley
assisted by Hazen Sawyer and John
j Perry. A letter from former member
' of the organization, Edward Wil■ liamson, who is at the present time
I stationed in Texas, was read by Dr.
! John Smith Lowe. A program deal
ing with Patriotism was then given,
with Miss Lucille Stanley, program
chairman in charge. ThLs consisted
of a poem read by Miss Faith Long,
Peb. 11—Tenants Harbor—Amateur
a transcription of the President’s
Show, benefit Red Cross.
F.eb. 11 — Vinalhaven
Entertain speech, several transcribed patriotic
ment at batter Day Saints Church,
sponsored by Federal Credit Union.
selections and closed w’ith the Star
Feb. 12 —Northport— Benefit party
at Grand View Grange hall. Bundles Spangled Banner, followed by the
for Bluejackets.
Mizpah Benediction.
Feb. 12 Lincoln's Birthday.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Feb, 12—Thomaston—Parent Teach
er Ass'n meets at Federated Church
vestry.
Feb. 12-19 Free School of electric
cookery at Masonic Temple.
Feb. 14 St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 14—Limerock Valley Pomona
Grange
meets
with
Megunticook
Grange of Camden.
Feb. 14-16 — Draft registration at
East Room. Community Bullding.
Feb. 16
Waldoboro
Band concert
at High School auditorium.
Feb. 17-Annual mld-Wlnter con
ference of Garden Club Federation of
Maine.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 13— Musical tea by Rubinstein
Club at Unlversallst vestry, benefit
Red Cross.
Feb. 18-19—Junior Class play. “What
a Life!” at High School auditorium.
Feb. 19—Meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
Feb. 20- (3 to 91—Woman's Educa
tional Club meets at Grand Army
hail
Feb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 27 Warren High School Min
strels at Glover hall
March 17 St. Patrick's Day.
March 21 Spring begins.
March 29 Palm Sunday.
April 1—All Fools Day.
April 0—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.

The Weather
A swift moving highway depart
ment made quick work of the
snow which fell at the week-end
but apparently had no influence
with the thermometer which reg
istered only 8 above at the war
time sunrise. Daniel Boone was
born 107 years ago tomorrow.
The famous scout saw some pretty
exciting times in his day, but
didn't have to camouflage his fea
tures with a gas mask or attend
first aid schools. Only four more
days before the arrival of the
funny valentine.
PAYSON IS PRESIDENT
At a special meeting of the
Knox Bar Association this
morning Edward C. Payson was
elected president to succeed the
late Hon. Job H. Montgomery.
Gilford B. Butler is^vice presi
dent.

I

*

<7

The entire Labor and First Aid
Squad of the Disaster Committee
are requested to attend the course
in Chemical Warfare which will be
taught by County Chairman John
Pomeroy. ThLs course as taught
will prove very beneficial in case of
an emergency, not only to the in
dividual taking it but also to the
general public. The instructor in
this and other classes freely gives
of his time and members of various
committees should do likewise.
These classes should come first for
the good of all. All members please
attend these classes.
The beano party sponsored by Ed
win Libby Relief Corps Thursday
afternoon will have Mrs. Inez Pack
ard as hostess. The circle supper
will be served at 6 with Mrs. Bertha
Higgins as chairman with helpers.
An important business meeting will
follow at 7.30.
The W.C.T.U will meet Fiiday aft
ernoon with Mrs. Etta Stcddard.
An informative program on medical
temperance wi’.l be presented by
Miss Ada B. Young. Members are
asked to invite friends.

The morning’s mail brought let
ters frem Stewart M. Pollard of
Waldoboro and Milton Lawry of
Rockland, who are with the Ameri
can forces in the Territory of
Hawaii. They will appear in Thurs
day’s issue.

s is hurry,
est nation

Visitors ln Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courler-Oa■ette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West—adv.
68*tf

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
important
peace by
id of their
aration of
iranteed it
•ican Press
ints of the

OPTOMETRIST
336 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND, MK.
TEL. 26
Office Honrs: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

BURPEE’S
ANDS
FORCE

FUNERAL HOME F
Ambulance Service

er 7*1-1 er 7*1-11

Recent arrivals at the F. J.
O’Hara plant have been rather
light due to the storms, but most
of the fleet have completed a trip
to the banks. Friday the Iva M.
unloaded a catch of 12.000 pounds
of redfish and mixed groundfish;
the Cynthia, 6,000 and the Dorothy
M., 13,500. Arrivals yesterday were
the Helen Mae with 12,000; the
Carlannsul, 15 000 and the Helen
B. with 6,000.

Ex-Alderman Marcellus Con
don Commits Suicide
With Razor

Tn loving memory of Senja Hill who
passed away Feb. 8. 1927.
Nothing but memories since that sad
day
When the one we loved was called
away.
Gone ls the face we loved so dear.
Silent the voice we loved to hear.
In silence she suffered.
Un patience she bore—
Till God called her home
To suffer no more
Sincere and true ln heart and mind
What a beautiful memory she left
behind.
•
Mother and Sister

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to extend my thanks for
the lovely gifts, cards and good
wishes received from so many friends
on my birthday.

Vinalhaven.

Mrs. Nettle F. Wooster
»

CARD OF THANKS
We express to friends and neighbors
our heartfelt appreciation of their
thoughtful and generous kindness to
us when our hearts were burdened
ln grief. For the tributes of flowers
and other expressions of comforting
sympathy, we are sincerely grateful.
•
Mrs. James Seavey and family

Radio Is a Necessity
Keep Yours Working

W. H. Emery
Call 590-W

RADIO SERVICE
Central Shell Station
34 UNION ST.,
ROCKLAND
18*lt

Patrolman Harold Philbrook will
fill in on the night desk at police
headquarters during the absence of
Deputy Marshal Almcn P. Richard
son who is attending an F.B.I.
school in Augusta this week. Spe
cial Patrolman Oliver HamLn will
take duty on the Northend beat.
A new exit from the balcony of
Strand Theatre has been built the
past week with doors placed on the
northern end of the building and
occupying the space once used as a
display window of the Strand Store.
The exit is now usable, but, will
net be opened to the public until
painting is completed in about one
week.
The fire department was called io
extinguish a chimney fire at the
home of F. A. Kimball, Old County
road at 12.30 p. m. yesterday. No
damage was done to the house.

Baraca Class of the Methodist
Church will meet with Mrs. Guy
Wilson at the parsonage, Beech
street, Wednesday night at 7.30.
Those having calendars are asked
to take them to this meeting.
The Baptist Men’s Leaeup meet
ing Thursday night Feb. 19 will
take the form of a boys’ night, with
Ernest B. Haskell, a magician im
ported from Augusta, doing the
bulk of the entertaining.

The Junior Auxiliary of the Meth
odist Church meets Thursday night
with Mrs. Winfield Chatto.
Beano G.A.R. hall Thursday Feb.
12, 2.30 p. m.—adv.
18-lt

Ambulance Service
• ••

RUSSELL

Beano and Valentine Party

FUNERAL HOME

I. O. O. F. HALL, SATURDAY, 8.15
Free Game $8: Attendance Prize $6
Door Prize $7.50
Free Ice Cream and Valentines
No Admission Charge
18*19
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THE RED CROSS
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE

Is Announced By Mrs. E.
Stewart Orbeton of Gar
den Club Federation

patriotic organizations

The late Marcellus M. Condon.

kie, Peter Weikkola, Mrs. Carl
Malmstrom. Mrs. Hilma Rein,
Fredrick Putansu, Mrs. Susanna
Past the $400-Mark On War Kangas, Albin Wiik.
«
Raino
Elo,
Victor
Korpinen,
Fund and Reports 151
Aukusta Korhonen. John Kulju,
Members
Thomas Houtari. Julius Polky,
Almond C. Hall, treasurer of the Mrs. Lampy Polky. John LuikkoSf. George Red Cross War Fund, nen, John Leppanen. Emil Ruuska,
reports his town considerably Victor Russka, Matt Hill, Mi's. Wil
short of its quota, but making ma Hill, Mrs. Ida Toorpakka, Juflius Anderson, Mrs. Ellen Ander
progress, as evidenced in the fol son, Weikko Anderson. Mis Maria
lowing contributions up to yester Honkonen. Nikolai Hakala. Wilho
day morning:
Elgland. Matt Elgland, Mrs. Hilma
St. George Grange, supper .,..$30.80 Pasanen, Mrs. Rose Matson.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rackliff 10.00
Mrs. Peter Weikkola, Miss Fan
Tenants Harbor Grammar
nie 'Long, Miss Harriet long, Mrs.
School (Contributions) ..... 5.00 Etta Holbrook. Mrs. Clara Corey,
Tenants Harbor Grammar
Miss Rhoda Hart, Mrs. Verrier,
School (Waste Paper Fund) 54.00 Ernest Rawley.
Elmer
Aden,
Eureka Lodge. F.A.M., No. 84 15.00 Charles Wheeler. Mrs. Jessie Har
Herbert Melquist ..........................50 ris, Mrs. Mabelle Rose. Charles
Naomi Chapter Order of
Rose, Le'Roy Meservey. Mrs. EiizaEastern Star ......................••••„ 15:00 beth Lowell, Mis Perky Miller,
M S........................................... 1.00 j Mrs. Flo Smalley. Mrs. Lillian
Mrs. Ruura M. Elo ............... 2.00 Barter, Mrs. Eric Thcrbjornscn.
St. George Lodge 1,0.07.
Mrs. Marion Morris. Mrs. Bernardi
and Puritan Rebekah Lodge 3702 Smalley. Mrs. Rinna Andrews,
Mrs. Orris Holbrook ............. 2.00 Mrs. Kathleen Thompson, Mrs.
Mrs. Edith Maxwell ........ .
15.00 James Troup, Mrs. John Weed,
Martinsville Ladies Circle .... 10.00 Mrs. Thomas McClusky
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Smal
Elinor Rawley.
ley ...................................... 1.00
Mrs. Margaret Cant,, Mrs. E. R
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Lowell .... 2.00 Maxwell, Frank Wiley. Mrs. Eliza
Mr. and Mrs. Edward BickWiley, Myron Davis Mrs. Gwen
more ....-.......... ............. ..... 1.00 Dowling Miss Rosa Ted, Miss
Tenants Harbor Sunday
Edith Harris, Mrs. Edwin Sim
School
............................... 10.00 mons, Mrs. Margie Hooper, Mrs.
Farm Bureau ........
5.00 Phyllis Littlehale, Mrs. Gertrude
Clark Island Grammar
Hupper, Mrs. Lee Andrews, Wiilia
School ............................... 25.25 Wilson, Mrs. G. N. Bachelder, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper 2.00 Minnie A. Allen. Mrs. Chester
Manfred Humphrey ............. 1.00 Marshall, Mis. Leah Davis. Ralph
Mrs. Geneva Hall ................. 100 Averill, Mrs. Mary Bartcn, Fores
Mr. and Mns. Almond Hall .... 2.00 Hupper, Mrs. John Holman.
Miss Margaret Lewis ............. 10.00 Mrs. Ada Brennen, Mrs. Fred
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fuller .... 20.00 Seavey. Mrs. Mabie Balano . Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest R. Davis 1.00 Howard Monaghan, Mrs. William
Mrs. Jennie Hupper .....
50 Peas, Miss Margaret Lewis. Mrs
Mrs. Ada Brennen ................. 1.00 Alice Trussell, Mrs. Merten An
Mrs. Etta Teel ........................ 100 thony, Ralph Simmons. M E. Ar
Mrs. Mary Barton ................. 1.00 nold, Mrs. John R. Holmes, Mrs.
Fores Hupper .......................... 1.00 Sidney Davis, Mrs. Aliscn Wilson.
Mrs. Alice Trussell ............
15.00
Mrs. Harry Daniels. Mrs. Ralph
Port Clyde Baptist Church,
W. Wood. Jr.
Sunday School and Sewing
Contributions:
Mrs.
William
Circle ................................. 14.00 Nuppula, 50 cents; Mrs. Thur
James Wilson ......................... 5.00 Jacobson, 25 cents; Mrs. Ruura
Allison Wilson ............................... 50 Elo, 50 cents, Mrs. Ada Jenkins,
Collection in Box at Post
50 cents; total, $1.75.
Office, Port Clyde.......... ...... 1.30
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W.
Ralph “Gabby” Fowler writes
Allen .................................. 2.00 from Denver, Cclo., that he will
Christian Advent Church ..... 3.60 move into his new home at. 3C4 Fair
Misses Fannie and Harriet
fax, as soon .as Mrs. Fowler, re
Long ................................... IODO cently become the mother of Caro
Sidney Davis ..........
1.00 lyn Judith Fowler, weight 8'Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Maloney 2.00 pounds is able to leave tlie mater
Ocean View Grange ............. 15.00 nity hospital.
Long Cove School ................. 8.55
A card from Bill Payson, R:ckClark Island Primary School 7.45
land
boy, announces that he is in
John Meehan & Son ............ 25.00
the
Navy
with the Naval Air Siation
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Hock
at
Government
Point. R. I. Would
ing and family ................... 10.00
like a card or letter from friends.
Total ............................ $404.37
Six and one-half tens makes a
St. George Membership
huge pile of paper, and that is ex
Treasurer Almond C. Hall re actly the amount gathered last
ports that the Red Cross mem night in th£ir city-wide collection by
bership campaign has brought a the Rockland Boy Sccuts. Tlie en
total of 151. The two-dollar con tire proceeds will go to the Red
tributors are: Mr. and Mrs. Al Cross fund.
mond Hall, Mr. and Mrs. August
Elo, Mr. and Mrs. Manfred Hum
phrey. Mr. and; Mrs. Charles Watts,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Robinson, Mr.
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
and Mrs. George Andrews, Mr.
TEL. WALDOBORO HM)
and Mrs. Alfred Fuller, and! Mr.
SHOW TIMES
and Mrs. George Nichols.
Single
Evening Show al 8
Those who have regLstered for
Matinees
Saturday at 3.30
dollar memberships are:
Sunday at 3 Mrs. Emma Kinney, James E.
Kinney, Mrs. Maynard' Kinney,
TUES.-WED., FEB. 10-11
Maynard Kinney, John Kinney,
Warren Brothers presents
Mrs. Henry Caddy, Henry Caddy,
“INTERNATIONAL
Miss Charoltte Caddy, Mrs. Henry
SQUADRON”
Ewell, Mrs. Cyrus Hilt, Mrs. Ardie
A
timely
drama of wartime avi
Thomas, Mrs. Julian Hawkins,
ation. The story of an American
Mrs. Russell Thomas, Mrs. Ketnpflyer in the R.A.F.
ster Hawkins, Winslow Robinson,
. with
Reginald Denny, Ronald Reagan,
Mrs. Joseph Robinson, Mrs. Au
Cliff Edwards, Olympe Bradna
gust Johnson, Mrs. Crawford Allen,
Mrs. Russell Reynolds. Mrs. Gladys
’THURS.-FRI.. FEB. 12-13
Hocking, Mrs. Ella Robinson, Mrs.
Remember Dracula? Franken
Geneva Hall.
stein? . . , Universal now brings
Alex Hathorn, Mrs. Marinna
you the chilling grotesque tale
of a Werewolf!
Skogiund, Mrs. Lena Jones, Mrs.
Myrtle Ray, Mrs. Grace Kinney,
“WOLF MAN”
Mrs. James Soutar, Mrs. Nellie
With an outstanding oast of big
Hocking, Mrs. Winnie Milne, Mrs.
names, including:
Claude Rains, Warren William,
Sigvard Olsen. Mrs. William PiirRalph Bellamy, Lon Chaney, Jr„
tinen, Julius Leppanen, Mrs. Ella
Patrie Knowles, Bela (“Dracula”)
Cline. Mns. Saima Autio, Mrs. Er
Lugosi, Maria Ouspenskaya.
nest Hanson, Mrs. Robert Ander
son, Mrs. George Morris, Jaakko
Coming: “H. M. Pulham, Esq."
Aalto, Frank Lethtinen, Mrs.
“Johnny Eager”
Frank Lehtinen, Mrs. Victor Mac-

A Three V’s Program St. George Red Cross

A department devoted to news items concerning these

Marcellus M. Condon, 57, former
Alderman and member of the
Common Council under the cld
City Charter, committed suicide by
cutting his throat with an old
fashioned razor in a second floor
room of his home on South Main
street between 9 30 and 9.40 a. m.
Ralph Ulmer Camp United Span yesterday.
Medical Examiner, H. J. Weisish War Veterans will meet Wed
man
pronounced; his death a “sui
nesday night with supper at 6. Take
cide due to ill health and melan
beano prizes.
cholia.”
Mr. Condon had not worked
BORN
Fish- At Rockland. Feb. 3. to Mr. since Fiiday of last week due to
and Mrs. Guy K. Fish, a daughter — illness although he was able to be
Katherine Marie.
Dyer—At Rockla'nd. Jan, 30. to Mr. about the house. Yesterday morn
and Mrs. Thorne M. Dyer, a son—
ing,, he got up about 8.15 and was
Bernard Irwin.
Cross—At Rockland. Feb. 4. to Mr. around the house and talked with
and Mrs. Sylvanus M. Cross, a daugh
ter Donna Lee.
Mrs. Walter Chaples, Jr. who with
Wooster At Rockland, Feb. 6. to
her
husband, had been living with
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Wooster, a son—
Walter William.
Mr. Condon who was a brotherTardiff—At Bath, Jan. 14. to Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Tardiff of Stonington, in-law of Mr. Chaples.
a son—David Coombs.
He went upstairs and a short
time
later Mrs. Chaples heard a
MARRIED
fall
on
the second floor. A few
Creamer-Pitcher — At Damariscotta,
Feb. 6, Philip S. Creamer of Waldo minutes later she discovered that
boro and Miss Frances L. Pitcher of
Damariscotta. — By Rev. Victor Vin blood was seeping through a crack
cent.
in the dining room ceiling and
dropping to the dining room
DIED
Davis — At Rockland, Feb. 9 Fannie table. She immediately called Dr.
C.. widow of Fred L. Davis, aged 79 H. W. Frchock who in turn noti
years. 3 -months, 3 days. Private fu
neral Wednesday morning at 10 o'clock fied the police and the medical
from Burpee funeral home. Please
examiner. Upon arrival, Dr. Froomit flowers.
Dyer—At Camden. Feb. 8. Frank E. hock found the body in an unfin
Dyer, aged 58 years. 4 months, 16 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock at the ished room directly over the din
residence.
Clark—At Rockland, Feb. 10. Clara ing room.
E. Clark, aged 84 years, 11 months. 5
Mr. Condon, who had been ac
days. Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock
tive
in politics for several years,
from Burpee funeral home.
Condon At Rockland, Feb. 9. Mar first served in the Common Coun
cellus M. Condon, aged 57 years. 23
days. Private funeral services Wed cil from Ward 2 in 1917 and 1918
nesday at 2 p. m. from Russell fu
His
neral home. Entombment hi Seavlew and from Ward 6 in 1921.
cemetery.
Alden—At Thomaston, on her 84th period of service as alderman from
’birthday, Peb. 7, Nancy C.. widow of Ward 6 dated from January cf
Dr Eben Alden. Funeral Tuesday at
2 o'clock from the residence, 52 Main 1935 to January of this year. He
street. Interment ln North Parish did not seek re-election last De
cemetery. St. George.
Cobb At Vinalhaven, Feb. 7. Sadie cember.
M, wife of Alvin H. Cobb, aged 57
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
years.
Kathleen Condon who was visit
IN MEMORIAM
ing in Portland at.the time of his
In loving memory of Jennie L. Rip
death; a stepdaughter, Miss Evelyn
ley who passed away Feb. 12. 1940.
To one whose place ln the home can Seavey; three brothers, Orrin of
never be filled.
Rockland; Everett of Thomaston
Fondly remembered by her hus
band and daughters.
•
and Austin of Portland.
Born in Cushing, Jan. 16, 1885,
IN MEMORIAM
he
was the son of Eben and Mary
In tender memory of Harold C. Sim
mons who passed on six years ago.
Etta (Orff) Condon and had been
Mother, father, sisters, brother.
employed at Snow Shipyard, Inc.
Feb. 11. 1942.
•
for the past 25 years as a ma
IN MEMORIAM
chinist.

• CUBEMONT n,
bockund,
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He Was Melancholy
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Rockland Lodge of -Elks has off
ered the use of its Home on Main
street for an emergency hospital
to be used during the duration.
This hospital will be able to be
used net cnly fcr Rockland? but
also for Knox County as a whcle
if necessary. Fred C. Black has
been appointed as general chair
man and on his general com
mittee has appointed Fred M.
Blackington. Earl Barron. Jcseph
Scffayer. Edward K. Leighton, E.
Stewart Orbeton and Howard
Dunbar. Other special1 committees
will be appointed later. The Elks
have also offered the use of their
rooms for service men of all
branches whenever they are lo
cated here.
All women who have taken the
Air Raid Wardens course are urged
to be present at a meeting to be
held! Thursday night at 7.30 at
the Community Building at which

Forty-Five Men

l time. Louis B. Cook. Chief Air
Raid Warden for the city will
speak cn what the duties cf the
women wardens are to be. This
is a most important meeting and
all who have taken the course are
. requested to be present.
A course in chemical warfare for
members of the first aid rescue
squad. Harold Whitehill chairman,
and the labor squads under Lau
rence C. Perry, will be held Wed
nesday night at 7.30 at Community
Building witli John M. Pomeroy,
j ccunty disaster chairman, as in
structor.
At the conclusion of the stand
ard first aid class being taught by
Fire Chief Allen F. Payson at the
High School building, Fred C. Black,
on behalf of the class, presented a
1 gift to Chief Payson in appreciation
: cf his services. A gift was also pre
sented to Mrs. .Catherine M. Libby,
I assistant instructor.

Members Interested

Left This Morning For Pre- A Live Meeting of the Hard
Induction Examination
of Hearing Society—New
In Bangor
Life Member
Forty-five Knox County men left
this morning by bus for Banger
and their pre-induction physical
examination to determine physi
cal fitness for future induction.
They are expected to return to
night.
*
Lloyd Earl Mansfield
Edgar Jerome Whitton, Jr.
Jasper Lombardo
Oscar Bartlett Rackliff
Oiva Victor Roin
Clarence Weidman Upham
Lawrence Hall Lord
George Raatikainen
Carl Elwood Spear
Milton Lawrence Gamage
Richard Clarence Young
George John Ranta
Jack Smalley
John Smith McKenzie Newhall
Donald Manley Smith
Charles Merrill Foster ,
Vernon Arnold Blackington
Eino Mattias Ojala
Ernest Nathan Hunt
Joseph Albert Lovejoy
William Vinal Jackson
Charles Thomas Bodman
William Sidney Carver
Levi Ellsworth Hupper
Leon Elwood Murray
John Francis Bodman
Harold Wilbur Pitman
John Davis Robbins
Maynard Albert Collamore
George Nelson McClure
William Joseph Gray
Tauno Richard Hurme
Clyde Fletcher Pease
Osgood Abbot Gilbert
Alfred Morris
Marshall Conant
Raymond Alvin Rhodes
David Robert McCarty
Richard Walter Linscott
James Isham Lewis
Richard Philbrook Bird
Thcmas Smith Lawson
John Wallace Pillsbury
Edmund James Randall
Clyde Nelson Gray

Tlie Rockland Society for tlie
Hard cf Hearing met with Mrs.
Gladys Thomas Thursday afternoon
for its monthly business meeting.
A letter from Mrs. Richard McGill
of Beverly, Mass., Eastern Zone
Vice President, announced a 1942
Zone Conference to be held in Al
bany, N. Y.
“Victory” will be
tlt^ watchward! of the conference.
Miss Betty Wright, Executive Di
rector of the American Society
for the Hard of Hearing at Wash
ington is scheduled, to speak on the
Maine Children's Council Child De
velopment Institute program at the
Little Theatre, University of Maine,
March 25, cn “Defend Hearing,” and
she will also be guest speaker at the
afternoon meeting of the Portland
Society March 26. The local chap
ter is invited to both meetings.
Announcement was made that
Miss Dora I. Gay of Waldoboro had
become a life member of the Ameri
can Society for the Hard of Hear
ing through the Rockland Society.
Greetings were read from Mrs. Bes
sie Hewett who is spending the Win
ter in Miltcn, Mass.
Mrs. Thomas led the lesson and
Mrs. Nathan Witham gave inter
esting practice based on the racial
differences of the Chinese and Jap
anese. Mrs. Mary Veazie and Mrs.
Witham gave a delightful report of
the Hobby Show recently held in
tiie Universalist vestry. Refresh
ments were served by the hostess.
The next meeting. Peb. 12, will
be held in the vestry of the First
Baptist Church at 2.30 p. m.
Tiie Boy Scouts of troops 202,203. 204. 206 and the Sea Scout
ship Red Jacket conducted a col
lection campaign for waste paper
over the entire city last night with
the Scout call being sounded on
the diaphone at 6.05 p. m. for them
to gather at their respective troop
headquarters. Seven trucks and
passenger cars were used for the
werk with . a crew being assigned
to each unit to make a house to
house canvass cf the section of the
city assigned them. Each truck
was weighed as it reported at
Perry’s coal office to William J.
Sullivan and the paper was stored
in cne of the buildings on the
Bicknell wharf until it can be dis
posed of. A total of six and onehalf tons of paper was collected
by shortly after 9 o’clock when the
campaign ended. Another good
job done by Rockland’s Boy
Scouts in the interest of National
Defense.

Mrs. E. Stewart Orbeton of West
Rockport, president cf Garden
Club Federation of Maine.

“Vegetables, Vitality. Victory,”
the slogan of the National Victory
Garden Program, will be the theme
of the mid-Winter conference of
the Garden Club Federation of
Maine. Tuesday Feb. 17, in the
House of Representatives at the
State House. Augugsta, announce
ment is made by Mrs. E. Stewart
Orbeton of West Rockport, Fed
eration president.
The national program, a9 best
adapted to Maine, will be presen
ted by authorities on the various
subjects, giving the Federation
members a wide range of informa
tion for their Victory program ac
tivities in the months to come.
Mrs. William H„ Champlin of
Rochester. N. H. National vice
president for the New England
States of the National Council of
State Garden Clubs, will convey
to the members the objectives of
the National Council for 1942.
Through the courtesy of Dr. Ar
thur L. Deering, director of the
Agricultural Extension Service at
the University of Maine, Dr. Maron D. Sweetman of Orono, profes
sor of Home Economics at the Uni
versity, and chairman of the Maine
State Nutrition Committee, will
speak on “How the Garden Can
Aid Nutrition"; and William S.
Plumer
of
Portland,
garden
specialist and Extension Service
district county agent for Cumber
land and York counties, will an
nounce his “Gardening For Vic
tory” topic soon.
“Forest Conservation in Maine"
will be outlined by Raymond E.
Rendall of Alfred, State Forest
Commissioner, and the speaker
from the Maine Council of
Churches will stress “The Spiri
tual Side of Gardening” and ways
in which the Garden Club Federa
tion members may help spread an
atmosphere of faith and confi
dence. A few of the Federation
chairmen whose work will be
closely connected with the Vic
tory Program will briefly give their
plans for the future.
All Federation members will
make special effort to attend the
one-day ccnierence and all other
persons interested in the program
are invited to attend. No regis
tration fee will be required this
year although members and guests
will be asked to sign the atten
dance book. No advance luncheon
reservations will be made, the offi
cers of the Federation appreciat
ing the fact that many of the
chairmen would like to hold round
table discussions or conferences
during the noon recess and could
best arrange their own luncheon
time between 12 30 noon and 2
p. m.
Miss Marjorie M. Bastow of
Oakland, first vice president of
the Garden Club Federation of
Maine, general chairman of the
conference, will lie assisted by:
Mrs. Thomas E. Greenway cf
Skowhegan, in charge of atten
dance records; Mrs. Edmund A.
Rothwell of Bath, hostesses; Mrs.
Clarence S. Beverage of Hallowell,
luncheon for guest speakers and
past presidents; Miss Laura B.
Sanborn, Augusta, pages; Mrs.
Gerald C. Welch, Augusta, pub
licity.

Local 371 of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers of America held
its election of officers Jan. 30 and
pledged its membership to our coun
try at war. The Union organizer
LouLs Yadino, spoke of the condi
tion of work, owing to tlie country
being at war it is uncertain ho wlong
the Van Baalen & Heilbrun Com
pany can get cloth to make robes, he
spoke of Mr. Panera and Mr. Con
nelly trying to get government work
Mr. Yadino urged all members to
buy defense stamps and bonds.
There will be a dance Feb. 20 for
Union members and guests to in
stall officers. The officers elected
are: President, Ray Austin; vice
Deputy .Marshal Almon P. Rich
president, Mildred Condon; secre
ardson and Deputy Sheriff Robert
tary, Eva Gray; treasurer, Amelia
A. Webster left yesterday morning
Gray; Sergeant at Arms, Anna
for Augusta where they will attend
Dean; correspondent, Beulah Vinal;
a
school conducted by the F B I.
executive board, Emma Harvie, Jen
The school will be one week in
nie Small, Alice Wyllie, Teresa Hal
length and will be conducted in the
ford, Alice Fitzgerald. Christine
Charles Treat, for several years a
Senate chambers in the State
Vickerman, Hattie Moon, Lillian
pilot
in Rockland beth in seaplanes
I House. The instruction will cover
Porter and Frank Barodanza.
and
land
planes and who is now
i police procedure in event of a war
located as instructor at the Belfast
time emergency.
An important meeting of the de
Airport, has been appointed to com
votional committee of the Y.P.C’J.
mand
a wing of thte Civilian Air
Charles Jiilson, manager of the
was held . ♦. night at the home cf I Rcckland office of the United States Patrcl which is being established in
James L> , Chestnut street, at : Employment Service, spoke before Knox and Waldo counties. Pilots
which tim? ^.ans were, made for the I the Rockland League cf Woman are needed to participate in the pro
devotional services of this organiza j Veters at the home of Mrs. Horatio gram of the patrol. Those inter
tion for the next month.
i Cowan yesterday afternoon.. Mr ested may cbtain further informa
1 Jiilson discussed the effect of de tion from Mr. Treat at his home,
Just Received at Burdell's Dress fense work cn the local unemploy 56-A Talbot Avenue.
Shop, assortment of Evening Gowns, ment problem.
More Talk of The Town on Page 2
junior and miss sizes, *8.95.—adv.
Scott Kittredge of South Thom
aston. one time secretary of the late
BENEFIT BEANO
Senator Obadiah Gardner, was one
K. P. HALL. THOMASTON
of 16 State directors of the Office
THURSDAY, 8.15
Tonight, Spear Hall, 7.45 of Government Reports nominated Marathon
$5. Lucky Game $16
Given Away. Dinner, Big Double by President Roosevelt yesterday. Attendance Prize $6. Door Prize $3
Plenty nt Coupon Games
Blanket and $2—1 each
HLs name was sent to the Senate for
18*19
18*lt
confirmaticn.
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WALDO THEATRE

LIKE BRINGING SUNSHINE
INTO YOUR HOME
,

blue coaTjB^
Gives c/ecm, even, healthful
heat—saves money, too
• For all around heating comfort

you can’t beat ‘blue coal*. Try this

top-quality, carefully prepared hard
coal. See how it makes home heating
«uy, trouble-free, and economical.

PHONE US TODAY

ROCKLAND FUEL COMPANY
Phone 72

Distributed by the D. L. A W. Coel Co.

TUNE IN GN "THE SHADOW" EVERY SUNDAY AFTERNOON;
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CHAPTER XVIII

"Never had no chance. I go in
back door. Look roun’ screen. Mees
ter Hale sit in wheel-chair countin'
roll of money. I tink, now's my
time. I step out—not quick enough
—front door open, slow—slow—”
Kadyama’s voice dropped to a
hoarse whisper. He leaned forward
as though he were seeing again
Hale in his chair, the slowly open
ing door. Chester dropped his head
into his hands. Millicent Hale
gasped. The Commissioner’s voice
was taut with suspense.
"Go on! Who came in that door?”
Kadyama pointed to the couch.
"Chester! I thought so. What did
Miss Mary padded out of the room
breathlessly, her usually serene face Hale do when he came in?”
Kadyama sniffed contempt. “You
crinkled with anxiety.
Tatima swayed in on the heels tink you pretty smart fella, catch
of the younger Samp sister. Her me, huh? Not Meester Chester come
practical work-dress was a maze of in. She, Mees Hale.” He pointed
brilliant color, her blue beads were to the woman who sat, fair head
her only ornament. Her great dark bent, clutching her brother’s hand.
Millicent! She had said that she
eyes smoldered, she tossed her su
perb head as she met the Commis had found Hale dead! Harcourt
crushed back dismay, to listen.
sioner's grilling eyes.
“Mrs. Hale. Are you sure?”
"Hear you've had a present late
“Let me speak.”
ly.”
“Sit down, Chester, your turn will
"Who, me?”
“Yes, you. Who gave you that come. Go on, Kadyama, what hapsilver jewelry you were swaggering J pened next?”
I “Meester Hale, he begin to talk
round in?”
"Who tole you I—w’at you say, i loud an’ hard. Vera fast. Mees
Hale say nothin’. She open table
swagger?”
“Answer my question. Who gave drawer, tak out somethin’. She
laugh, she say:
you the silver?”
“ ‘See this revolver, Joe? I bor
“Kadyama.”
“Is that true?” He turned to the rowed it. Bully in you skulk when
lowering Indian, who stood awk 1 Jimmy t’reaten you. I try it. If
wardly twisting a soft hat in his you say one word more, I fire.’ He
j curse, jump for her, he catch rehand.
“Yes. I geeve it. She marry on ' volver way from her han', it fire,
he fall. I go.”
me.”
•
The occupants of the room sat as
“Cost a lot of money, didn’t it?
still
as though under the spell of a
Where’d you get the cash?”
Kadyama shot the inquisitor a necromancer. The deputy jumped
murderous glance before he mo from his chair, dropped back. The
Commissioner roused from a state
tioned with his thumb.
of
coma, scowled at Kadyama.
“Pasca pay money he owe.”
"Where does Chester barge in on
Harcourt stared incredulously at
his house-boy. Pasca with money! this?”
“He—he—doesn’t come in!”
He was a confirmed gambler, an
With the hoarse defense, Millicent
unlucky gambler, he wife always
asking for an advance of his pay. Hale rose, caught the mantel shelf to
Was Kadyama lying? He watched steady herself. The sombre black
the Eskimo’s face, a trifle less florid of her gown emphasized her slender
than usual, as the Commissioner ness, the brilliance of her violet eyes
which were too feverishly bright,
demanded:
“Is this true? Did you pay Kady the strained lines of her mouth
which was too pale. The nails of
ama money?”
Pasca looked furtively at Chester. her clutching fingers showed white.
"Kadyama is telling the truth. I
Did he answer with a slight nod or
had
seen my husband cringe bewas it a figment of his own hectic

Harcourt's voice shook. "Nothing
my sleeve, dear, but eats in
the cockpit.”
"And smokes?" Her voice spoke
betrayingly "Ned has suffered un |
told tortures since his last ciga
rette. He has been wonderful,
Bruce, but he is so exhausted I
was frightened Thank God, you’ve
come. You’re so—so staunch, so
brown, so—so heart-warming.”
• • •
Bruce Harcourt tapped on the door
of Janice’s room. No answer. He
glanced at his wrist-watch. Ten
o’clock. He tapped again. Dead
to the world probably, tired child.
Immediately upon landing on the
flying field soon after dawn, she
had gone to the H house, two of the
men had rowed Paxton out to his
yacht. He hated to waken her, but
the Commissioner wanted to push
the investigation. Chester was up,
bandaged, grim-lipped, ashen. They
needed Jan to take stenographic
notes. He lifted the latch, entered
the room. She lay as in a rosy
cloud, bare arms outspread as if
she had flung herself face down in
litter exhaustion. Her hair which
waved to the shoulders of her or
chid pajama blouse still showed
damp traces of a shampoo. Her
hands were scratched and burned.
On one a circlet of diamonds emit- I
ted tiny sparks. His ring.
With a sudden surge of love and
longing he pressed his lips to her
bare arm. He spoke softly twice
before she stirred. She opened the
one visible eye, gazed up at him i
unseeingly, as though her spirit were j
struggling back from a far country, ,
sat up with a start. A delicate
flush spread to the little damp curls
imagination, Harcourt wondered.
at her temples.
“Yes sirree.
I pay Kadyama
"Bruce!
What arc you doing
much money. Leetle game we had.
here?”
He felt his color mount to match I lost. He want long time I pay.”
“Where’d you get it?"
hers. "I knocked and knocked. You
"He
geeve it me.” All eyes fol
didn’t answer—so—I walked in. The
Commissioner wants you to take lowed his nod toward the couch.
“Mm. You say that Mr. Ches
notes. Feel equal to it?”
ter
gave it to you. Know where he
She was pulling on a satin coat
tip

colored like a Persian amethyst. got it?”
Was the Commissioner trying to
"Equal to it! I? The silly season
pin
robbery as well as the shooting
must be on when you ask me such a
question. I’ll be with you in just ten on Jimmy? Didn’t he realize that
minutes." As he lingered at the as second engineer he had a fat
foot of the bed, she added crisply, salary which he had mighty little
"that is. unless I'm detained by chance to spend?
“How I know where he get it? He
callers.”
-mak
much money p’raps. All engi
He laughed. ,“J'ro going.’* Hfc'
stopped on the threshold. "Come to neers mak much money.”
“Why did he give it to you?”
the Samp cabin. We took Jimmy
This
time there could be no doubt
Chester there last night.”
of
the
interchange of glances be
“Do they still think he did it?”
fore
the
Eskimo answered.
What would she do if he kissed her
"Meester Chester, he say to me.
troubled eyes? "It looks black for
him. CoTne as soon as you can. 'I geeve you two hun’ed dollar—you
help me.’ He nice fella. I say
Let's get it over.”
As he strode along the board walk ‘Sure.’ ”
“How did he want you to help
he relived the few moments before
the charred shack, when he had him?”
"He say he must mak quick get
held Janice in his arms. Did her ]
away
in plane the fella you sen’ for
emotion at seeing him come from
any deeper feeling than relief at finger-print man go in. I help your
man, honest lak, then Meester Ches
being rescued?
The question lay like an under ter pull heem out hard. I help
tone in his mind as he conferred Meester Chester get off, den lock up
with the Commissioner and his dep- | your man. Meester Chester pay me
uty in the Samp living-room. Jimmy | two hun’ed dollar. I pay Kadyama.
Chester appeared unconscious of the Yes sirree.”
“Is this true, Chester?”
black-robed woman beside him who
"Yes.”
clutched at his hand with its dark
"Where’d you get that money?
seal-ring. The Commissioner sensed
Hale's
roll?"
her appealing loveliness if Jimmy
A contemptuous smile touched the
didn't, Bruce Harcourt told him
of
Jimmy
Chester’s
self, as he noted the official's fur corners
“No.
I’ve never
tive glances in her direction. The blanched lips.
eyes of Martha Samp were on the needed to steal from my brother-insame business, as she sat stiff-joint law.”
"Then where—”
ed as a marionette in the wing-back
"Just a minute. Commissioner. I
chair. Miss Mary, in a low rocker,
wish
next you’d ask Kadyama why
was darning a sock. She looked up
as Janice entered in a navy blue he wasn't at the squaw-dance the
frock with collar and cuffs of ex night Joe Hale was shot Why he
was hanging round the back door
quisite fineness.
"My dear! My dear! I lived cen of the Hale cabin.” Grant's voice
turies last night. I didn’t know how caught in a gulp, his green eyes
you had grown into my heart—until blazed with excitement. Kadyama
—until—” she wiped her eyes. started to bolt. Grant caught him.
"Martha was right when she said "Come across, Kadyama.”
The Commissioner sat forward in
where you were was home for her
his seat
and me.”
“Yes. Kadyama—come across.”
Janice left a kiss on her soft gray
A speck of foam bubbled at the
hair before she took the chair with
a broad arm which the deputy fussi corners of the Indian's lips, his eyes
ly placed for her. He tiptoed back burned deep ruby lights.
to his superior, confided in a hoarse
"Aw right I tell. I went to Hale
cabin—good chance—one. two dance
whisper:
goin', everybody there, he alone, to
"All set.”
"Where's Grant? He's got infor tell heem Tatima my squaw.”
“Did vou tell him?”
mation for us. Why in time can’t
people be prompt?”
The door
opened. “Here he is with his wit
nesses. Let's get going. Quick!”
Grant pushed Pasca and Ka
dyama into the room ahead of him,
hacked up against the closed door.
Chester's face hardened into a
chalky mask. Millicent Hale looked
ot the Eskimo and the Indian with
terrified eyes, laid her other hand
over her brother's. Had Jimmy
told her the truth, Harcourt won
dered
Martha Samp's mouth set
tled into grimmer lines as she
frowned at Kadyama
The Commissioner looked up from
America must be strong.
his notes. "Bring in the Indian
Every man and woman must
girl."
contribute their strerigth to the

The Indian bared yellow teeth in
a wolfish smile.
fore my brother's threat. I thought,
‘Perhaps I've been too easy, per
haps Joe will have more respect
for me if I defy him.' I had been
frightfully unhappy. It seemed as
though I couldn’t go on another day.
I was crazed with despair.” Her
voice, which had been broken, stead
ied. She straightened, cast off con
fusion, fear, like a princess discard
ing a tattered cloak. "Believe me
or not, I had not the slightest inten
tion of shooting my husband.
I
didn't even know the revolver was
loaded. I had never had one in
my hand before I took Mr. Har
court's down from the wall and hid
it in our cabin. Before I could make
my grandstand play of aiming it,
Joe had caught it. It went off. He
fell. Terrified, I tried to lift him.
Horrified, I realized what had hap
pened. I would be accused of shoot
ing him. I, who never in my life
had hurt anything. What should 1
do? A roll of money lay at his
feet. I tucked it into the bosom of
my gown. Crazed, I picked up the
revolver, stole down to the shore,
flung it into the water. I raced and
stumbled to the H house to tell
Bruce Harcourt what had happened.
He would advise me what to do.
When he opened the door—I remem
bered that — that — he was mar
ried—I called out something, then
the room went black.” She dropped
to the couch. Her brother put his
bandaged arm about her.

FIGHTING DOLLARS

Now She Shops
“Cash and Carry”
Without Painful Backache
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it .
jnav cause nrmgmg backache, rheumatic j^ins, >
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, get tins up *
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and diisinees. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some
times shows there is something wrong with
vour kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's
Pills, usr.1 successfully by millions for over
40 years. They give happy relief and will help
the 15 rai.ee of kidney tubes flush out poisonpus waste from your blood. Get JJoae • I’uis.

Some are carrying guns—
some are flying planes—some
are giving their blood on ships
at sea.
YOU on the home front must
buy those guns—those planes—
those ships. That must be your
contribution to freedom under
fire!
BUY DEFENSE
STAMPS AND BONDS TO
DAY—buy them with every
penny you have to spare!

WALDOBORO
MRS LOUISE MTUJR
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Tel. 27

Schools will close Feb. 20 for a
week's vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Reed of
New York are spending a short
time at their home on Jefferson
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leen and
son Carroll of Portland were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. K. K.
Weston.
The Parent-Teacher's Associa
tion will meet at the High School
building Thursday at 8 o'clock. A
program of four playlets, demon
strating parent-teacher co-opera
tion, will be given by local talent
Sumner Hancock of Lewiston, a
former teacher in the High School
spent the week-end with Mr. and
Mrs. Austin Miller.
Miss Millicent Burns visited Sat
urday with her niece. Janice Ralph
a patient at Maine General Hos
pital in Portland.
Meadowlark Troop of Girl
Sccuts gave a farewell party Sat
urday afternoon, at the home of
Scout Leu ise Beggs, for Scout Pa
tricia Kuhn who left Monday for
a visit in San Diego, Calif. The
honor guest was presented with
a set of Girl Scout book-ends.
Those present were Capt. Laura
Jameson, Lieut. Millwee Pollard,
Mrs. Hilda Boggs, Helen Ralph.
Jeanette Boggs. Ruth Burgess,
Edith Burgess, Barbara Picinich,
Janice Mitchell. Nancy Miller, the
honor guest Patricia Kuhn and
the hostess, Louise Boggs. Cocoa
and cookies were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Weston
were in Portland recently to at
tend the Mansfiekl-Bennett wed
ding reception. The bride, Mjss
Margaret Bennett is well known
here from frequent visits with
Mrs. Weston.
Business came to a stand-still
at 9.15 p. m. Saturday at the
height cf the rain and1 wind storm
when electrical service was dis
rupted throwing the business
places and a large part of the
residential section into darkness.
It was approximately two hours
before repairs could be made and
service restored.

Creamer-Pitcher
Miss Frances Louise Pitcher,
daughter cf Mr. and Mrs. George
Pitcher of Damariscotta and
Philip Stanley Creamer, son of
Mr and Mrs. Roland; Creamer of
this town were married Friday
night at the home of the bride’s
parents. Rev. Victor Vincent was
the officiating clergyman.
Miss Pauline Creamer, sister of
the groom was maid of honor and
Joseph Brooks served as best man.
The bride is a graduate of Lin-

/ want...

strength of America at war.

TENANT’S HARBOR

I

The Commissioner's eyes were
points of steel as he regarded them.
“If that’s true—” he held up his
hand as Millicent Hale opened
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lips. “I believe you. Only a fool
would doubt your story—why in the
devil did you make your get-away,
Chester?”
"It was a dumb move. When Har
court told me that his revolver had
been stolen, the remembrance of my
sister's laugh after I had threat
ened her husband flashed through
my mind. I remembered the ques
tions she had asked, the interest
she had shown in the holster on the
H house wall the afternoon we were
decorating for the party. I was
certain that she had shot him. I
felt responsible. I had put the fool
idea into her head. I didn’t realize
it was an accident. I thought if I
got away you would think I did it.
It would give us time to figure out
the best thing to be done.”
The Commissioner glared at Kady
ama. "Why haven't you told of
what you saw?”
The Indian bared yellow teeth in
a wolfish smile. "Why I tell? Much
obliged to Mees Hale. She save
me much trouble—p’raps prison. I
help her. W’en you say I shoot
heem den plenty time to tell w'at
I see.”
“It didn’t occur to you that com
ing across with the truth was the
best thing to be done, I suppose,
Chester?”

“Sakes alive, Mr. Commissioner,
it occurred to me.” Martha Samp’s
agate eyes sparkled as though
flecked with mica.
“You—you—suspected the truth
all this time?" The Commissioner’s
diction suggested a skipping motorengine.
”1 did. I told you I heard her
and her husband quarreling. I didn't
try to hear what they said. I slipped
away as I told you, thinkin' that
while ice-cream might be coolin’ to
the tongue, ’twouldn't do much to

tempers. That night when I went
to the H house an' found her skirts
all wet and draggled, I suspected;
when I found this tucked in her
bodice—I knew.”
She drew a roll of bills from her

pocket, tossed it to the table. Color
darkened the Commissioner’s face.
His fingers twitched with anger.
“You’ve let us sweat blood over
this when all the time you knew!
Why didn't you tell, woman? Why
didn’t you tell?”
Martha Samp rose in impressive
dignity. “You came here like a
lord. Just thought I’d see how a
real live official handled a case. I’ve
got my knowledge from the papers,
an’ I'll say right now. reports
are much more interesting than the
real thing as conducted by you.”

(To he cwtmwU

Olaf Johnson of Hartford spent
the week-end with his mother, Mrs
ft ft ft ft
Louise Johnson.
ALENA L. STARRETT
After the meeting of Naomi
Correspondent
Chapter, O.EJ3.. held recently, a
ftft ftft
shower was given to one of the
Tel. 48
members, Margaret Marriott Watts.
The arrangements were in charge of
Mrs. Henrietta French, who re-; Aune Bragdon and Winifred Milne.
cently returned from a stay with The bride was invited to sit under
her son, C. Lawrence French in a red cellophane covered umbrella,
Waltham. Mas., is gravely ill at with colored balloons hanging from
her home on Main street, where she the edge and was then requested
is being cared for by Mrs. Mary to burst the balloons one at a time.
Reynolds.
In the balloons were original poems
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Over- which told the bride where to find
i lock have received announcement of her gifts. By the time all the bal
the arrival of “quintuplets” in the loons were burst she had traveled to
home of Mr. and Mrs. F. Crockett all parts of the building and had
Brown of Brighton, Mass., their found a great many beautiful and
brother's family. But they hasten useful gifts, along with the good
to add. that the progeny are those wishes of the members for a long
of the family spaniel, “Pansy Red" life of happiness. Refreshments
registered blue blood in the canine were served by Jessie Harris and
world.
Mabel Wilson.
Ivy Chapter, O.EJS. has accepted i
Engagement Announced
an invitation to visit Harbor Light i
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Mathews f
Chapter Feb.17 in (Rockport. Supper
Belmont, Mass., and this town, will
will be served at 6.
announce
the engagement of their
Mrs. Roland Starrett and Mrs.'
daughter, Miss Jane Elizabeth
Leland Philbrook returned home
Friday from Portland, where they Mathews to Hiram P. Shorter of
had visited friends overnight, Mrs. Weymouth, Mass., at a tea to be held
Starrett being the guest of Mrs.; Saturday at their Belmont home.
Miss Mathews attended the Bel
Wilder Moore.
mont
schools and graduated from
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Robinson re-i
Simmons
College. She took an ac
turned Thursday to Newport after
tive
part
in the social life of the
being guests overnight Wednesday
college
and
was a member of sev
at the home of Mrs. M. R. Robin
eral
college
groups. She enjoys a
son.
wide
circle
of
friends in North Con
The sophomore class social, will be
way,
N.
H.,
where
she has spent the
held Friday at Olover hall.
last
several
Summers.
The Congregational Ladies’ Circle
will serve public supper Thursday Mr. Shorter is the younger son of
with this committee; Mrs. Ruth Mr. and Mrs. Wade H. Shorter, Wey
Philbrook, Mrs. .Anna Starrett. Mrs. mouth. Mass. He attended SpringMary Halligan, Mrs. Edna Overlock, field College and is associated with
and Mrs. Helen Maxey. The Circle the Herrick Co. of Boston. He is
will meet at 4 o'clock.
, actively interested and a charter
Mrs. Edith Spear will be chairman member of the Hingham Skating
of the public dinner to be served Club.
A late April wedding is planned.
Wednesday at EL A. Starrett, Aux
iliary, S.U.V.
APPLETON MILLS
Bed-making will be taken up
The next reheaTsal for the Min
Wednesday afternoon and evening
strel Show, to be held for the bene
at the home nursing divisions.
Officers-elect of Crescent Temple, fit of the Red Cross, will be Wed
P.S., will be installed Friday by Mrs.! nesday night at Joseph Gushee’s.
Dora Maxey of Thomaston, past j The sum of $11 was raised for the
chief of Mayflower Temple. P.S., Red Cross fund, at a card party
assisted by Mrs. Edith Wylie, as held Wednesday, sponsored by Gol
grand manager, and Mrs. Kather den Rod Rebekah Lodge. The com
ine Studley as grand senior. In-J mittee was Alice Hall, Hanna Salo.
vited are members of Mayflower. and Alice Robbins
Temple, PS., of Thomaston, and
Mrs. Carrie Sherman enterta’ned
members of Georges River Lodge, Tuesday, as hostess at a Pyramid
K.O.P. Supper will be served at 6.30 Tea.
Guests were Mrs. Della
under the direction of Mrs. Mildred Gushee. Mrs. Inez Arrington, Mrs.
Starrett.
I Grace Johnson, and Mrs. Mabel
The Town Budget Committee will Keene. Thursday Mrs. Hanna Salo
meet at the Selectmen's office, Sat was hostess, with Mrs. Frances Rcb
urday. at 1.30.
bins, Mrs. Polly Gushee, Mrs. Eliza
Registration for selective service beth Gushee, Mrs. Stanley Williams,
will be held Saturday, and Sunday | and Miss Avis Gurney as guests. Fri
from 1 to 5, and Monday from 7 to 9 day Mrs. Adella Gushee entertained
at the old intermediate school build- 1 Mrs. Carrie Sherman, Mrs. Inez Ar
ing at the village.
rington, Mrs. Alice Hall, Mrs. Caro
For the sale of Defense Bonds lyn Page, and Mrs. Helen Gushee.
and Stamps, George E. Gray has
First Aid meetings are held
be$n appointed chairman of the
Tuesday
nights, with Leo Crccker
committee in Warren Lodge I.O.O.F.
of
Camden,
as the instructor.
Willis R. Vinal ls vice chairman of,
the sale and is working in co-:pera- , A reception was held' Thursday
night at the parsonage, for Rev. and
tion with Mrs. Rowe.
The ice storm Saturday made the Mrs. Roy Clark, who are leaving
scenery beautiful, but it also breught next week, to take up duties in his
damage to telephone systems, taking new pastorate at Phillips. The com
down a half dozen poles, four of munity regrets their departure and
which were in the Mllay Hill area wishes them every success in their
at North Warren, and two near the new field.
residence of Charles Pease, eastern
Mrs. Blanche Brown remains ill
road to Thomastcn. Repairs were in bed, although showing some im
begun Sunday and will continue for provement.
several days. Electric service was, Carleton Wetherell has been ab
also disrupted Sunday from 1 to 9 1 sent from school this week, due to
causing inconvenience to those who an infection in his foot.
used electric pumps for water sys
tems. and electric power for chicken
NORTHPORT
brooders. For the latter, had the
Mrs.
Cora
Hodgdon spent a day
thermometer been lower, it would
recently
in
Belfast
as guest of her
have meant losses to poultrymen.
daughter Mrs. Silas Hill.
Walter Wales, stationed at Fort
coin Academy and the bridegroom
is a graduate of Waldoboro High Devens spent a few days recently
School. After a wedding trip to with his mother, Mrs. Orvine Wales.
The Farm Bureau will meet today
Baston the ccuple will make their
with
Mrs. Louise Pierce, members
home here.
of
the
Canteen course to be present.
Mr. Creamer is employed by S.
Ray Clark is able to be about the
H. Weston & Sons.
house after being seriously ill with
a throat infection.
WHEN EXCESS STOMACH ACID Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Oxtcn have
HELPS CAUSE
returned heme after spending sev
eral weeks in Bath where Mr. Ox
ton was employed.
Walter Trudy has returned to his
WHICH GIVE YOU PAIN
from Waldo County Hospital,
Make the Pfunder Test home
much improved.
For Relief of Excess Stomach Acid Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Matthews are
100 million PFUNDER'8 Tablets have visiting friends and relatives in
been used for soothing relief of excess
stomach acid accompanying STOM Cambridge, Mass.
ACH ULCERS.
If you suffer from
Schools will begin at 9 o’clock in
conditions associated with hyperacid
ity such as Indigestion, sour stomach, stead cf 8.30 for the remainder of
gas. bloating, h^rtburn and gnawing,
burning pains—try PFUNDER'S with the Winter term.
out delay.
A public card party will be held
Feb.
12 at Grand View Grange hall
C. W. Sheldon Drug Store
for
the
benefit of Bundles for Blue144 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Jackets.

WARREN

STOMACH ULCERS

V1NALHA1

SENTER CRANE'S
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MRS. EMMA WINS
Correspondent
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The Federal Credit
; sponsoring a public s
[ entertainment Wednesi
I o'clock at the Latter ’
Church.

Gives Youthful Curves To Mature Figures

Mrs. Sada Robbins v
• Thursday to the Br:dg! present were Beulah

Here is a most satisfactory

quire the youthful curves of
fashion!

Warner's innerbelt foundat'on
takes a definite stand against

ment Club met Friday
• Agnes Emalley. The 11
will be Ftb. 13 with
Smith.
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Wednesday at th,
1
Sain s Church A cake
held Saturday

a film, flat, nipped-in appear

afternoc

ter Crane'9 store.
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ingly comfortable!

Moses Webster Ledge
meet tonight, supper t<
at 6 o'clock
At thc
Gilchrcst

heme of
Friday

Louise Libby and

M:

n

Mr

entertained with bririi
thc evening, relreshui
served. Hcnois at card,
ty Miss Helen Orcut:
Phyllis Blak. These p
G A. Bragdon. Mias I)c
Mis. Dorothy Ciayter
lis Black Mrs Anne
Mi’s Helen Crcu.t.

$2.50 to $4,50

News was received
day of the death. Feb
brey Ames, a former
this place, at Attlcbj
where lie has made hi

recent years.
In henor of her 881
a family dinner party
for Mrs. Nettie Woostei
Feb. 7 at the home
Mrs. William Lawry.
included a beautifully
birthday cake which wi
ly cut and served by Ml
These present were her|

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines In
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.
(Special Notice: All “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The CourierGazette offlce for handling, coot 25 cents additional.

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

JERSEY cows for sale. RALPH C.
PEARSE, Hope. Tel. Lincolnville 11-3.

GLASSES lost ln ease marked Dr
Green. E H. CROCKETT. Tel 86-W.
City.
17*19

18*20

FOR SALE
6 ROOM house, heat, lights, city
water, garage, $3200; also 2 others as
above $2650 each.
12-ROOM house ln elegant condi
tion. very nice location, $4 000.
FOUR cheap houses to be sold as a
unit. $1200 for the 4.
FOUR-tenement house. $1600.
SEVERAL farms, price range from
$800 to $10 000
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
163 Main St.,
Rockland. Me.
Tel. 730
18-lt
DAY old cockerels, for sale $5 per
hundred
Tel 532. H. W. LITTLE. 360
Broadway.__________
17-tf
TWO auto tires for sale. 18x700 6ply. TEL. Camden 8314
17*19
FOUR rooms, complete house fur
nishings for sale, practically new. WIU
sell as ls or separately. Reasonable for
cash. At 354 Broadway, City. CALL be
tween 9 a. m.-8 p. m.
LIVE bait for sale.
Main St., City.

H. H. CRIE. 328

15-tf

HARD coal for sale, stove and nut
$15.50; Pocahontas soft coal $10.25. J. B.
PAULSEN & SON, Tel 62, Thomaston
_____________________________________ 15-tf
D. & H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut
$15.50 per ton, del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
$10.25 ton del. M. B. ft C. O. PERRY.
519 Main St.. Tel. 487.
15-tf

EGGS AND CHICKS
S.C.R.I. Reds chicks and barred
Rocks and roosters, for sale. U. S.
Puliorum clean. Write or phone M. M.
KINNEY. Thomaston. Me., St. George
Rd., Box 49, Tel. Tenants Harbor 5614.___________________________________ 7*18
CLEMENT Chicks- Are ''tops'' for
heavy egg production and meat. Reds.
Rocks. Clem-Cross baby pullets, cock
erels. Malne-U. S. Puliorum Clean
Based on years of finest breeding.
Pullet chicks ln all breeds. Free cata
log tells all. White today. CLEMENTS
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. Winterport, Me.

Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps

TO LET
PLEASANT front .bedrooms to let'
central location.
TEL. 970-M.
18 20
FUR NISHED 3-room apartment to
let, with bath. 57 PACIFIC ST. 18*20

NICELY furnished 2 room heated
apartment to let. on bathroom floor
with all electric equipment. Available
March 1.
TEL. 114-W. 18 Leland fit
_____ __________ _ _________________ 18-20
TENEMENT to let. 5 rooms and
flush: at 19 Orange St.
Call after
5.30. MRS. NASSAR. 18 Holmes St
____________________________________ 18-20
3-ROOM unfurnished, modem apt
to let; bath, su'nporch
R. M. O'NEII
6 Talbot Ave., Tel. 1397 R________ 17*19

HOUSE, modern improvements and
garage to let. MRS. ORRIN SMITH.
Tel. 396-M. Ocean Ave., Ingraham
Hll 1____________________________ 13*15 -1 f
EXCELLENT heated 5 or 6 room
apartment to let at 36 Pleasant St
MIKE ARMATA. Tel. 1031-R.
6-tf
ROOMS to let at 15 Orove St., Tel
579-W, FLORA COLLINS
15-tf

WANTED
LANE Mill wanted; price and de
scription.
31 CHURCH ST. Belfu t.
Me.__________________________18*20
HOUSEKEEPER, wanted, two adults,
companion-housekeeper. $12; waitress
MRS E. H. HAWLETV. 780 High. Bath.
Tel. 725.
I8*lt
CORD wood choppers wanted, to
chop tn Appleton.
H N PROCTOR.
Lake Ave., Tel 846-W____________ 18*20

GIRL or

PERSONAL Stationery

woman

wanted

for

eral housework. Every evening free
Two afternoons a week, everv Sund-’v
off from 1 on.
Tel. 601-W, MRS
GEORGE B. MILLER, West Meadow
Rd.
‘
_____________________ 16-tf

FURNITURE wanted

to

upholster,
FLEM
ING. 19 Birch 8t.. Tel. 212-W.
13-tf

called for and delivered. T. J

ANYONE Interested ln craft work
instruction call at 54 BEECHWOODS
8T. Thomaston.
18 20

C.-G. Ads Help You

ANDREW Reklla, Shoe Repairing
Shop, 568 Main St., opposite Perry's
coal yard._______________________ 12-tf

TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

ll/E SMOKED
CAMELS FOR
YEARS. THEIR

EXTRA MILDNE!
IS MORE

WELCOME THAI
EVER IN TIMES

UK£ THESE

gen

FARMS wanted I am receiving a
variety of Inquiries for farms In an
swer to out of State advertising
I
would Hke more farm listings. F. H
WOOD, Court House, Rockland. 14 19
WOOD choppers wanted. ~MIKE
ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R, City.
6-tf

Have distinguished letter
paper, visiting cards, and
“note briefs,” at little cost.
“Say It Smartly”

-wi: >
W...

PART of store to let. Suitable for
small offlce or small business. CRIE
GIFT SHOP. 470 Main 8t ______ 16*18
HIGH St. — 30 — Brand new heated
apartments,
strictly
modem,
three
rooms, bath, electric stoves and re
frigerators.
MRS. JOSEPH DONDIS
Tel. 38-M. 69 Beech St.
14-tf
2-ROOM heated apt
to let. and
rooms, at $4 week. FOSS HOUSE. 77
Park St.. Tel. 330.
12-tf

Let Those Effective

Just Phone 770

Boman.
Agnes Smallfl
Stinson, Tena Christ.
Kittredge
and
Hilm

J Lunch was served and|
f cards went to Mrs. B
• Chri tie and Mrs. Sm.d:
Eino Hill of Augus
Thursday and Friday
of Capt. and Mrs. A. \

way in which you may ac- /te

MISCELLANEOUS

If you want to Rent a Room,
Sell the Cow, Turn Your Car
Into Cash, or Hire a Cook,
those Courier-Gazette Ads
will help.

Every-Other-Day

LIGHT trucking,
waste
removal:
•ewlng machine repairing. TEL. 314-W.
,
14*19

TYPEWRITERS
All Makes—Sales—Rentals
ROCKLAND
TYPEWRITER CO
71 Park Street
TeL 297-W

Pres Typing Coin**

TORPEDO-BOA
Di-SIGNER IRW1
CHASE. P-T Aon
tire hit job n.t chief 1
thc naval divlsio
Electric Boat Co.

THE SMOK

28%
than thc s
cigarettes tc
to independ

n. J. Rnrnold* Tobacco Coo

Every-Other-Day
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Wooster and Mrs. Wooster of
North Haven, her three daugh
VINALHAVEN
ters, Mrs. Ida Dyer of North
Haven. Mrs. May Lawry, Mrs.
What This Islet Is Doing To
Elsie Calderwood and their hus
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Help Red Cross Drive—
bands and a niece Mrs. S. L. Wins
Correspondent
Little did “We" think, six months
Other Services
lcw of Vinalhaven. Mrs. Calderago, that the meetings cf the Dis
Monhegan. Feb. 9
The Federal Credit Union is |woc<^s and Mrs. Winslows birthcussion
Club
in
Vinalhaven
would
apensoring a public supper and | days a^s0 occur in February. Mrs.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
entertainment Wednesday at 6 , Wooster received a large number become sufficiently popular to at
As I read of this city, or that town
o clock at the Latter Day Saints '
cards, gifts anti flowers and a tract more people than could com organizing their Defense plans, and
Church
i beautiful bouquet cf Spring flowers fortably meet in any one cf our read of their Red Cross accomplishwas sent by her nieces and homes. Beginning cn a tiny scale, ments. I feel that residents on MonMrs. Sada Robbins was hostess
nephews in Vancouver, B. C. Mrs. ’We" came to enjoy those informal, hegan Island are doing so little to
Thursday to the Bridge 8. Those (
Wooster is much interested ln friendly meetings, when not more help win a future victory and we
present were Beulah Drew, Dora
current events, and enjoys a gcod than a dozen people gathered to hope, permanent peace.
Boman, Agnes Smalley, Mertie
One day I decided to learn just
Stinson, Tena Christie, Blanche game of “500’’ which she plays gether to talk things over. And be
1
with
skill.
She
also
hooks
and
what
we were doing, and must concause “We” firmly believe, paradoxiKittredge and Hilma Webster.
•
braids
rugs
and
knits
and
is
very
cal
as
it
may
sound,
that
the
strength
fess,
that
even though I know we
Lunch was served and honors at
alert even if her b.rthday figures of this whole movement must come arc helping, I did not realize there
cards went to Mrs. Boman, Mrs. :
i are two 8's.
from manv small democratic groups, would be anything of which to
Chri.tle and Mrs. Smalley.
Union Church Circle will meet rather than from any one large bo2st. I found that not only can we
Eino Hill of Augusta was guest Thursday. The housekeepers are
group, *‘We” split ourselves into two boast but, that we can also look with
Thursday and Friday at the heme Mrs. Helen Haskell, Mrs. C. S.
sections cn Tuesday evening, the one pride upon this little island and its
of Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Miller.
Mitchell. Mrs Mary Wentworth meeting with Agnes Smalley and contributions to war work.
The Opportunity and Improve and Mrs. Annie Patrick.
The population is 90—17 of this
the other with Verne and Rich
ment Club met Friday with Mrs.
number
being from 3 to 16 years of
Ycung.
Mrs. Alvin H. Cobb
Agnes Smalley. The next meeting
Those of us who went to Granite : age.
To date, Defense bonds
After an illness cf several weeks
will be Feb. 13 with Mrs. Linnie
Sadie
M., wife of Alvin H. Cobb, Island, presented the credit union amounting to the sum of $3600 have
Smith.
idea to our friends there, and those been bcught, and $230 in Defense
died at her home here Feb 7. Mts.
The Red Cress will meet all day 1
of us who met with Agnes Smalley. Stamps; $56 realized in the recent
Cobb was born in this town,
Wednesday at the Latter Day |
discussed the plans for the Credit Red Cross War Fund campaign; and
daughter of James S. and Nancy
Sain.s Church. A cake sale will be
; Union Banquet and entertainment $19.50 collected for the March of
(Jones, Hall. She wasQn 57 years
HfJtc be held Feb. 11 in the vestry of , Dimes Fund. Articles numbering
held Saturday afternoon at Sen nf
of
&rid naa. lived all her life ,
i
.
_
,
,. . » «
ter Crane'9 store.
hern where
n.hnrn she
cHo was
n-ac well
«-»ii Vnnwr,
260. .such
here
known 1 the Latter Day Saints Church.
..
. as: , Sweaters,
. . shirts, . baby
Moses Webster Ledge F.A M. will and much beloved for her man,! °“r Cl"Mt TOto” "0W
kTv “
meet tonight, supper to be served acts of kindness and helpfulness, ^"ershtp of 61. and as it is toy scarfs hopita I gowns, bab, kimonos
She was a member of Union !
lor
«> «« aether each and helmets have been made by a
at 6 o’clock.
week
and
attend
the meetings of small group of wemen. Added to
At the home of Mrs. Frances Church and for a long time was a i
the
Discussion
Club.
“We” feel that, this, many personal donations have
Giichrcst Friday
night.
Miss j teacher in Union Church Sunday |
THUMBS UP FOR BONDS AND STAMPS! This war
at
not
tco
infrequent
intervals, all been sent to tlie Red Cross,
Louise Libby and Mrs. Gilchrist £?hco, where she was vpry popu.
poster, illustrating how Americans can help the air forces to
of the members of the Credit Union
Those contributing their bit toentertained with bridge. During lar
all her pupUs
victory, is being displayed in the windows of 500,000 of the
the evening, refreshments w?re , She
survived by her husband, I should meet for supper and an even- ward the box recently sent to the
Nation’s retail stores where Defense Stamps—in denomina
served. Honors at cards were won l one daughter Mrs clarence Ben- j ing of fun. A per capita fee of 25 chapter in Wiscasset are: Mrs. Altions from 10 cents to $5—are being sold. This is one of a
by Miss Helen Orcutt and Miss n£tt
A sister Mrs ^lynd | cents will be charged the members bert Quinn, Bessie Green, Irene
series of human-interest posters being prepared to remind
Phyllis Black. These present were rjcbnson of Bangor, a brother | of the Credit Union and their guests. Davis. Jennie Speed, Josephine Day,
the public of its part in the war effort. •
G A. Bragdon. Mise Doris Russell Burton of Hope, a grandson Rcb- j and the money thus accumulated Myra Orne, Christine Carter, Eliza-_____
Mrs. Dorothy Clay ter, Miss Phyl- erf Bennett of this place, and sev- ! will be turned ever to the Credit beth Pierce, Josephine Townsend determined that no dictator shall
MINTURN
I ruie their lives, or their country,
Union for the purpose of meeting and Miss Elva Brackett.
lis Black Mrs Anne Carver and eral nephews and nieces.
Chester Sprague returned WedThe board members of the Red much can be done. The secret is
the several lesser financial obliga
Mi s Helen Orcutt.
Cross
are:
William
S.
Stanley,
give,
then
give
a
little
more.
Ifyoui
nesday
after visiting Mrs. Sprague
tions associated with the sale oi
News was received here Satur
'
who
is
at
Bar Harbor Hospital.
MATINICUS
United States Savings Bonds. To chairman, and Mrs. Virginia L. Da- can’t buy Bonds and Stamps then
day of the death, Feb. 6, of Au
Frederick
N. Johnson celebrated
was
Charles Carver, fish warden
date, “We” have sold $29 w:rth of vis, treasurer. Mrs. Elizabeth Pierce gjve cur time Sew, knit, save pa
brey Ames, a former resident of
Defense Savings Stamps and $253 is in charge of the allotment of per fave anything needed to help his 76th birthday last Tuesday by
this place, at Attleboro, Mass., here a few days the past week.
materats, and mailing finished gar- Wj„
going into hLs wood lot which is
Mr. and Mrs. Orren Ames are worth of Defense Savings Bends.
where he has made his home? in
“We” meet again cn Tuesday ments. Elva Brackett distributes. over 1000 pounds of paper has three miles away, and cutting a half
spending a few weeks with relatives
recent years.
night with Mae Lawry, and with material, checking amount used and been saved by the Island folk; a cord of wood before dinner.
In henor of her 88th birthday in Albion.
large bag filled with tinfoil is ready
Mrs. Lillian Conray is visiting her
a family dinner party was given
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Wallace were Verne and Rich Young, and *‘We” finished garments returned.
Two
of
our
beys
are
in
service
—
f
or
its
duty
in
service.
Go
into
many
extend
a
cordial
invitation
tc
any

daughter,
Mrs. Colin Tinker in
for Mrs. Nettie Wooster. Saturday. callers in Rockland recently.
Earl
Field
Jr.
is
in
the
U.
S.
N.
R.
O
f
the
hemes
and
one
finds
stacks
one
who
may
care
to
join
with
us.
Rockland.
Feb. 7 at the home of Mr. and
C. A. E. Long, who has been visit
and Raymond Orne is serving in the Of bright tin cans waiting fcr a
Mrs. Will.am Lawry. The dinner ing friends and relatives in Massa
Mrs. Austin Sprague is with Mr,
Mr.
Philbrook
has
been
receiving
U. S. Navy. Another boy, Vernon place on the victory program. Is Sprague in Portland fcr a visit.
included a beautifully decorated chusetts and Connecticut has re
medical treatment.
Burton is now waiting for instruc- not the Island of Monhegan doing
birthday cake which was graceful turned home.
Mrs. Maude Bridges of Swans
The
Bridge
Club
met
Wednesday
tions to enter the U. S. Coast Guard, its part? I think it is!
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Philbrook
ly cut and served by Mrs. Wooster.
Island was guest Wednesday of Mrs.
| When one is really serious, and
Josephine A. Townsend
These present were her son Emfry have returned from Rockland, where with Hilda Ames
George Turner and Mrs. Eugene
_________________
—i
............................ ...I-”
Sprague.
Richard Jell son celebrated nis
13th birthday Thursday by enter
taining a group of schoolmates at
his heme in the evening. Games
were enjoyed and goodies served.
Many gfts were presented the young
host. These present were Norma
Stanley. Ramona Davis, Charles
McHenan, Russell Stanley, and
June Sadler. The date was also
I JOINED UP
June’s 11th birthday.
WITH CAMELS
George Tainter and Milton Hennigar
went Saturday to Portland to
YEARS AGO.
seek
employment.
NOTHING
UKE 'EM FOR.

Defense On Monhegan

We
In Vinalhaven

STONINGTON

FLAVOR
TEST PILOT BILL
WARD — Tested thenew

Curtiss SB2C-1 divebomber for the Navy.

ihcx i/ore

GREAT AND
THEtf/E GOT THE
MILDNESS
THAT COUNTS
WITH ME

TANK TESTER CHARLIE DEWEY— He tries out

the army’s new tanks at Aberdeen proving ground.

r.
Il/E SMOKED
CAMELS FOR

yEARS.

•••

M7V£sewce

THEIR

EXTRA MILDNESS
IS MORE

a

WELCOME THAN
EVER IN TIMES
LIKE THESE

IN THE ARMYz
IN THE NAVYIN THE MARINES —
IN THE COAST GUARD

Actual sales records

TORPEDO-BOAT
Dt SIGNER IRWIN
CHASE. P-T boats

in Post Exchanges, Sales

Commissaries, Ship's Stores,

ore his job as chief of
the naval division.
Electric Boat Co.

Ship’s Service Stores,
and Canteens show
the favorite cigarette
is Camel.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS

28%LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
cigarettes tested—less than any of them—according

SLOWER than the aver
age of the 4 other largestaelling brands tested—
slower than any of them
—Camels also give you a
smoking plus equal, on
the average, to

to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself!

5
n

J

Rnjrx'ld* Tobacco CnmpAnj. Wtnston-S&lem. Nonh Carolina

EXTRA SMOKES
PER PACK!

Camel is the favorite
cigarette of civilians.
-

• .......

• X.

Cass e Gross is employed by Mr,
and Mrs. William Muir.
Robert Carville is gaining at Cas
tine Hospital after an appendix op
era ticn.
,
The L-eon Looks were recent visi
tors in Castine and Addison.
Lois Stinson and George Eaton
were heme from Schenectady, N. Y.,
ever the week-end.
Mrs. Grace Jenkins of Isle au
Haut was a recent visitor in town.
Mrs. Ruth Robbins of Sunshine
has been passing a few days with
her daughter. Mrs. Woodrow Cous
ins at Tea hill.
Jchn Knowlton visited his brother
Simon in North Deer Isle recently.
Mrs. Harold Turner and 6<>ns
Robert and Richard of Isle au Haut
were recent guests of Mrs. Jennie
Brimigion.
Mrs. Margaret Anderson is visit
ing her daughter, Mrs. Donald Gross
at Oceanville.
Rebecca Knight has returned from
a visit with relatives in Camden.
Mrs. Natalie Cleveland is in Port
land where Mr Cleveland has em
ployment.
Howard Guptill has been passing
a few days at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilden Fificld arc
visiting in New York and Mass
achusetts.
Bradley Sawyer has employment
! in Portland.
Stephen Robbins, Milton Webber
and Cosmo DePalma have returned
to Port Barrancas, Fla., after a few
days at home.
Wilson MacDonald is engaged in
fishing in New Bedford.
8upt. John Dun ton visited school
in Isle au Haut the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Weed
have moved to Portland where Mr.
Weed has employment.
Patricia Fifleld of Oceanville
passed the week-end with her cousin
Beth Blood.
Mrs. Elsie Knowlton died Sun
day at her home here. She was the
daughter of James and Lavin
Knight Webb and was born in this
town Dec. 14. 1851. She is survived
by a niece. Alberta Stinson, and r
nephew, Frank Thurlow.
Tlie
funeral was held Wednesday at the
home and was conducted by Mrs
Madge Small of the Christian Sci
ence Society. Burial was in Ston
ington cemetery.
-----------

MAINE IN WASHINGTON
Concerning Dried Potatoes and the Congressional

Delegation
(From the Office of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)

the potato pregram who is familiar
Dried apples are familiar to mcst to many citizens cf Maine.
Congressional Delegation
people in the State of Maine. Dried'
potatoes are quite another story but
The Congressional delegation has
they are rapidly assuming import been taking the opportunity of a
ance under war conditions as the little lull in the legislation to get uy
to Maine and go over the picture of
most practical way of transporting things as they are developing since
the food value of the potato with the start of the war. With the
the minimun of bulk and weight. To rush of things here in Washington
be sure they are now called by the it has been difficult to keep touch
higher-sounding name cf dehydrat with all that was going on as work
ed potatoes but the idea is the same has constantly mounted.
as in the dried apples with which
Senator Brewster spent this last
our grandmother was familiar. The week-end in Main? speaking at Ban
water is eliminated from the potato gor before the Masonic Club Satur
and the result is a commodity that day night and spending Sunday with
will keep fcr a considerable period I his father at Dexter, flying back to
and most of the potato flavor is i Washington Monday.
readily restored by the addition of
Senator White arcompanied Sena
water or milk to make a mashed tor Austin of Vermont to Portland
potato.
for the Lincoln Club meeting cn
A sample here in Washington was Thursday where both these Senators
recently tried by Senator Brewster are to speak and Congressman Prank
at the Mayflower Hotel, and was Fellows of the Third D.strict ls
pronounced by four Maine connois speaking at Cherryfield before the
seurs as a most attractive product Lincoln Club of Washington County
and practically as good as the origi on the same night.
nal.
Congressman Margaret Smith of
The Department of Agriculture Skowhegan expected to go home
was asked for an up-to-the-minute sometime during the week and pos
repcrt on the present situation as to sibly to attend the Lincoln Club
dehydrated potatoes and a most in meeting at Portland.
teresting summary of the situation
Senator Brewster is speaking be
was furnished by A. E. Mercker of fore the Lincoln Club of Akron,
the Marketing Division in charge of Ohio, on Lincoln’s Birthday.
Dried Potatoes

A Pudding With Allure!
II
——■
By BEULAH V. GILLA8PIE
Director, Sealtest Laboratory Kitchen

——l.l

test

boratorv kitchen

*J*HESE are pudding times’ And
* many of us are constantly search
ing about for new puddings. This
glorious dessert so appeals to our
men-folk, to the youngsters; as a
matter of fact, it has universal
allure! So, on with the “pudding
parade.” Here’s a delicious, simpleto-make suggestion:
ORANGE AND PRUNE
MERINGUE PUDDING
3% tablespoons flour
Salt
Sugar
2 cups milk
2 eggs
% teaspoon vanilla
2 medium oranges
1 cup pitted stewed prunes
Mix the flour with % teaspoon of

NORTH HAVEN
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Ames and
children. Charlene and Kerry, ar
rived home Saturday from Attle
boro, Mass.
Jdiss Barbara Perry of Rockland
was week-end guest of her sister,
Mrs. Stanley Quinn.
Miss Doris Brown has returned
home from Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Simpson went
Monday tc Rockland for a few days
Mr. .Simpson will be cn duty as
deputy sheriff during February term
of court.
Lawrence Beverage was home
frem Lynn, Mass, for the week-end.
Miss Alice Brown has employment
in Camden.

Tiie profit from the raising of
alfalfa is the highest in agricul
ture.

salt and % cup of sugar. Add the
milk gradually and cook over hot
water, stilling constantly for 3 to
5 minutes or until thickened- Cover
and cook for 10 mlntes longer. Add
a little of this mixture to the slight
ly beaten egg yolks, beat well and
return to the first mixture. Cook
for 1 minute longer, stirring con
stantly. Remove from the heat and
add the vanilla. Peel the oranges,
cut in slices and place in a shallow
baking dish. Sprinkle lightly with
sugar. Cut orange slices in smaller
pieces if desired. Dot with prunes
and cover with the custard. Beat
the egg whites until stiff and beat
in 3 tablespoons of sugar and a few
grains of salt. Pile on the custard
ami bake iu a moderate oveu «325’
F.) for 12 to 15 minutes. Serve warm
or cold. Six to eight servings.

CHILDREN'S
COLDS
FOR DIRECT RELIEF from miseries
of colds—coughing, phlegm, irrita
tion, clogged upper air passages—
rub throat, chest, and rack with
Vicks VapoRub. Its poultice-andvapor action brings relief without
dosing.

ALSO. FOR HEAD
COLO “sniffles”,
melt a spoonful
of VapoRub in
hot water. Then
have the child <
breathe in the
steaming vapors. w

VAPOR US

New under-arm
Cream Deodorant
safely

Checks Perspiration
z

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle an Hast, Swans'
Island and Frenchboro

Effective Sept. 16. 194]
Eastern Standard Time

FALL AND WINTER SEKVlCt
Subject to change without notk**-

DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAI
Read Down
AJW.

5250
6.30
7.30
H.30
9.45

Lv.
Lv.
I.v.
Lv.
Ar.

SwanX l«land
Stonington.
North Haven
Vimlhaven.
Rockland,

Read I I*
P.W
VAr
Ar
V
Lv.

«.4t3.30

1.

Does not rot dresses or men’s
shirts. Does not irritate skin.
2. No waiting to dry. Can be
used right after shaving.
3. Instantly checks perspiration
for 1 to 5 days. Removes odot
from perspiration.
A pure, white, grease less,
stainless vanishing cream.
5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approva 1 Seal ofthe American
Institute of Laundering for
being harmless to fabrics.

4.

Arrid is the LARGEST SELLING
DEODORANT. Try a jar today!

ARRID

2.45
l.3»»

111-tl

j 39<-

mt wUiag t«U<
(•* to lMBoJSttJan)

AtaU
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PARK THEATRE

THOMASTON
A A A A
z\ a z\ zx

STRAND THEATRE

CAMDEN
v*
*

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
A A A A
a a a a

Tel. 190

•••

■

Furthei

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

ft ftftft
NAOMA MAYHEW
Correspondent
A
Tel. 713

Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young en
Manter Fairbrother who spent
tertained? members of the Rook
the week in town returned Sun
Club Saturday night. Tliere were
day to Newark, N. J.
three tables and prizes were
A Masonic assembly will be held
awarded Mrs. Albert Anderson,
with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Grin
and Warren Knights fcr highest
nell on the committee. ’ "
scores and W. G. Maloney and
Michael Arico spent the week
Mrs. Warren Knights for low.
end with his family on Pearl
The names of Lieut and Nfts. J.
street.
Edward Marks were inadvertently
John Miller of Boston,passed
omitted from the list of those
the
week-end with his wife and
members attending the We-Two
parents cn Jacobs avenue.
Club supjier meeting Thursday.
Peter Nuccio of Newark, N. J
The Mobile Canteen is still
was
home for the week-end.
striving to earn Iunds for equip
Mrs. Frcnk. Rcbinson and her
ment and once again the citizens
mother. Mrs. Lilia Rokes, are in
are urged to’save all waste paper,
Boston for the remainder of the
magazines, tinfoil, scrap ircn, etc.,
Winter.
and call a member of the commit
tee to collect it. Arrangements
Frank E. Dyer
have been made for the materials
Frank E. Dyer, 58. .died suddenly
to be collected every Saturday,
Sunday at his heme on Pearl street.
with Eugene Pales, James Dana
He was born in Fargo, N. D„ son of
and Oeorge Green on the job.
Charles and Augusta Collemer
These boys have done an excellent
Dyer and was a painter by trade.
piece of work so far, having col
He is survived by his wife, S.
lected to date 1% tons of paper.
Louise; a brother, Everett Dyer cf
They are giving generously of
Hope; and a daughter, Mrs. Archie
their time and townspeople are
Huntley. Funeral will be held Wed
4
I.nesday at 2 o’clock at the residence,
requested to co-operate and help
Jane Withers has her happiest mostromantic role in “Young Rfv H j Holt officiating
Tne
this cause which will benefit the
whole towm, by tying papers, maga America, which deals with the 4-11 Clubs throughout the country and
the splendid work which the
rural youth are doing. It finds Jane at her hearers will be members
of the
zines and cardboard ithe latter best in a tnc-t unusual story. Jane Darwell heads the supporting east, American Legionof which he was
crushed flat) in bundles averaging 1 which includes I.yime Roberts, William Tracy. Robert Cornell and Roman a member.
25 pounds. This would help the Bolineii. Louis King directed.
boys immensely in their work and
Howard W. Beale of Friendship,
allow them a great deal more tune
local consultant for Sonotone hear
to carry on their good deeds. This
ing aids, will be at Morrows' Jewel
appeal is urgent and a call to Mrs.
ry Store, Camden, Wednesday, Feb.
Lillian Comery, Mrs. Blanche Ler
11. Come and have your hearing
mond. Mrs. Selma Biggers, Mrs.
tested without charge or obligation.
Mary Fales, Mrs. Mary Crie. or any
See advertisement in Feb. 9 “Life”
of the boys themselves will take
Magazine.—adv.
18-lt
a car to your door to collect Sat
urday. Those not going to be at
PROMISES
home may Bfave the parcels on
There is a steady source of thrill
their doorsteps.
ing expectancy in the promises of
the years. Are not life’s moments
The Parent-Teacher Association
all
full up with wonderment? We
will meet Thursday at the Fed
used to live by the year, now we live
erated Church vestry, preceded by
by the minute—here one moment,
a covered-dish supper at 6 o'clock.
eternity the next! But we take
This is in charge of Mrs. P. R.
heart and watch for what is in store
Greenleaf, Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton,
for our vital needs and our happi
Mrs. Howard Beattie and Mrs.
ness. We take comfort in regula
Ray Spear and is open to the
tion duties of our days.
public. Supt. of Schools Lord will
Then cut of a clear moment
be the speaker.
comes
a letter, a telegram or a tele
Rep. and Mrs. William T. Smith
phone
call—possibly long distance—
have received notice from Pendleton
Gcrgeous Eva Gabor, Robert in the throes of a full-dress air raid
that
may
influence our day or our
Field, Oregon that their son, Wil Preston and lovely Martha O'Dris alert, “Pacific Blackout” contains!
future
years.
Again night comes
liam T. Smith. Jr. has been reratcd coll are tegether in Paramount’s every thrill of that decidedly novel |
out
of
this
grab-bag
of exist
from Private First Class to Sergeant. picture of the hour, "Pacific Black experience. To this is added a
Sgt. Smith has also been given th" out.” It’s a swift tale of high ad whale of a story, swift action, super ence, much joj\ poetry, music, that
charge as Sergeant Major of the venture and romance during a mock lative acting on the part of a truly often will intermingle with our day,
Personnel of the 34th. Bombard air raid and total blackout.
magnificent cast. The drama of a again will come grief to weigh dinment Group (H).
With curious foresight. Para great American city on guard hearts down and give us pause afirt
mount completed “Pacific Blackout” against enemy air raids is big need to brave our determination to
just as the Japanese loosed their enough by itself to make “Pacific ( keep on keeping on with a smile and
blitz on Pearl Harbor and before the Blackout” an outstanding film. At a word of cheer as we travel down
other Axis powers decided to gamble times its feeling of suspense is posi the flowery or bitter roads of life.
OO O
/•»
AAA
Premises are our brace, our shield,
everything by tackling Uncle Sam. tively terrific. Not satisfed with
News Items from all of the Pa
our
comfort, and our help as we
trons of UustNUidry are welcomed
The picture was rushed through the that. Director Ralph Murphy stirred
weave
the threads of life's fabric,
here.
cutting rooms to theatre screens in some artful comedy and ended up
binding
our tomorrows into the
with a film blend that Is a knock
throughout the country.
warp
of
yesterdays.
Set in a large Pacific Coast city out.
Megunticcok Grange of Camden
It would be well to seek out all the
meets Wednesday, at which time
“promises” that we may help our
the third and fourth degrees will oe ing, by County Agent Ralph C. Rankin street, Rockland, for pic
selves to live each day in just such
exemplified by Past Master J. Wentworth; special feature by Pact nic dinner at noon. Members not
kind of way that when tomorrow
Herbert Gould. The meeting will be Master J. Herbert Gould; first aid solicited will take sweets.
makes of the present day a yester
preceded bv a harvest feast at •> demonstration under direction of
day, we will have painted some
o’clock and will be followed by a Past Master Mary Nash; button ex
worthy design in our weaving, some
program in observance of St Valen hibit in charge of Mary Nash; origi
gentle kindness into another’s life
tine's Day.
nal poem, by Edna Start. Supper
as well as our own, causing the
• • • •
will be served at 5.30.
heart-beat /to quicken ,and thus
Limerock Valley Pcmcna Grange
The evening’s entertainment will
blend
friendships with lcve and
meets Saturday at Camden with start with a guitar solo by Floyd
memories
of the earlier promises
Megunt cook Grange. Two officers Robinson, followed by a one-act play
that
lfie
held
out. Yes, but let us
will be installed. The program: directed by Mary Nash; special fea
all
promise
better
days and work
Song, "Love's Old Sweet Song,” by ture, "Boyhood's Happy Days” by
for
that
promise
of
peace in the
ail; address of welcome, by Worthy Past Master Nathan Hopkins;
wait sim Nftos man daft
world.
K. S. F.
l(
I
U
S
MMI
ZhZW"
Master Harold Rcbinson; response, stunt bv Worthy Master Harold
won
bv Pomona Past Master Myron Rob nson; leading, by May Young;
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work
Young: illutrated lecture on garden- patriotic solo, by Ida Stoddard; reWondersl
i marks by visiting members.
• 9 • •
A valentine social wi'l be iwld
Wednesday at Highlands Grange,!

Every-Other-Day

Every-Other-Day

Reductii
on all
FALL AND WI
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$3.95 to
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DRESS SI
16 School St..

FOR 2751
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Mrs. Harold Spear went to
Cambridge. Mass. Friday to spend
a week with Mrs. Ethel Spear and
daughter Mrs. Thalice Goodridge.
MLss Barbara Crowley returned
to her duties as departmental
teacher at the High School build
ing Monday after several days’
illness. Mrs. Evelyn Cunningham
substituted during her absence.
Miss Joyce Ingraham and Miss
Helen Lowell left Saturday for
Washington, D. C. where the for
mer has employment in the De
partment of State and the latter,
in the War Department. Beth
were students of the Ballard Busi
ness School, '42.
C. E. Rhodes is a surgical pa
tient at Camden Community Hos
pital.

Mrs. Ella Eaton is ill with grippe
at her home on Sea street,

tertained Saturday night at cards
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes enat their heme on Camden road.
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Ro’lo

Gardner of Camden. Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Gardner and Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Smith of Rockland. Fol
lowing play refreshments were
served.
Miss Marion Weidman and Mrs.
Emmie Ripley of Rockland re
turned Sunday from Quincy, Mass,
where they had been guests for
a few days of Mr. and Mrs. David
Johnston.
The Twentieth Century Chib
will meet Friday at the home of
Mrs. Minetta A. Paul. Mrs. Gladys
Heistad will give a review of
"Windswept” by Chase.
Johnson Society will meet Tues
day night instead of Wednesday
at the heme of Mrs. Marion In
graham.
Mrs. Ralph Wilson and ‘ Mrs.
Charlton Daucett entertained Sat
urday night at a beano party at
the home of the former. The deco
rations were in keeping with Val
entine Day. Prizes were awarded
each winner with special prizes
going to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Crockett and Rcland Crockett.
Other present were Mrs. Roland
; Crockett, Miss Priscilla Crockett,
Mr. and Mrs. Mack Young and
daughters of Rockland, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlton Daucett and chil
dren Forest and Elizabeth, Mrs.
Jennie Ingraham. Mrs. Myra Giles,

Our neighborhood was saddened
last Wednesday by news of the
death of Mrs. Mary M. Healy, widow
of Dr. Herbert H. Healy, at her home
in Grand Porks, North Dakota, in
her 74th year.
Mrs. Healy and her husband had
been Summer residents of tills place
for a number of years preceding his
death in 1935, and she continued
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver, Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Wilson, Miss Carolee Wilson. MLss Lillian Wilson
and Kenneth Wilson. Lunch was
served.
The Baptist mid-week prayer
service will be omitted this week
and members of the parish will
attend the monthly prayer meet
ing of the Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation at the Baptist Church in
Camden.
x
Mrs. Wilbur MacDonad is con
fined to her home on Camden
road by illness.
Miss Olive Libby of Los Angeles,
arrived Thursday to spend a week
with her sister, Miss Carrie Libby.
The Baptist Ladies’ Circle will
meet Wednesday at the home of
the president, Mrs. Maud Walker.
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore returned
Saturday from Boston where she
has (been visitingi her daughter
Lillian for two weeks.

coming, living the last several Summers in the Baehelder house.
Mrs. Healy had great wisdom and
gracious charm, and was truly pub
lic spirited. She supported actively
the werk of the church and sewing
circle here, and was in the soundest
sense a good neighbor to all.
She came from pioneer stock and
as Mary Wallace, some six years old,
she came with her family from Can
ada to North Dakota as part of a
considerable company seeking a new
home and who decided to settle in
the Red River region. Dr. Healy as
a very young boy, was part of the
same company.
In the earlier days of their mar
ried life Dr. and Mr.s. Healy lived
in thinly inhabited places. HLs calls
as a surgeon took him far away
acrcss roadless prairie fcr consider
able periods. It was therefore only
natural that a woman of her spirit
and character should learn to shoot,
ride horseback and do pretty much
as matter of course most other
simple but important things that
appertain to frontier life. Her ex
periences added to her innate judg
ment and character.
We are poorer for Mrs. Healy’s
going and she is mourned by all who
knew her. Surviving are her four
daughters, Mrs. Paul E. Shorb, Mrs.
C. Randolph Guthrie, Mrs. Eleanor
H. Booth, Mrs. Roscoe H..Hupper
and seven grandchildren. . The serv
ices were held at the Grand Forks
heme Saturday afternoon Feb. 7.
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GRANGE CORNER

NOTICE!

The books of the Town of
Thomaston will close MONDAY.
MARCH 2. 1942. All (axes un
paid bv that date will appear
delinquent.

GEORGE E. GIIJ IIREST.
Tax Collector.

18-20

, last Warren, after Grange meeting, i

READY TO GUARD AND DEFEND IT !
19 SCI

24 SCC

Power For Victory

• • • •
A valentine program will ge pre- !
sented Thursday at the meeting of
Goodwill Grange, South Warren.
Members wil take valentines.
• • • •
Weymouth Grange Sewing Circle 1
. of Thcmas-tcn will meet Thursday

r&yv-'jy '* '■
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“God grants liberty only to those who love it,
and are always ready to guard and defend it... ”

DEFENSE
OF

Liberty is something that we give

too little thought to.

We’re apt to

take Liberty for granted.

BEAUTY

We often

forget that the privilege of reading
and writing and saying and thinking
and doing as we please is a God-given

Guard Your Beauty With Our
Professional Services

pewavesnt $2.50 -

right—one that is ineffably valuable—
one that we should love and be always

ready to guard and defend.

$3 - $4 - $5

GILBERTS BEAUTY SALON

375 MAIN ST.,

j

at the home of Mr.s. Ruby Allen,

IN

*'/**?.«
<>•

.:

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 142
12-eot-if

The Courier-Gazette and the Free
Three of the most powerful units in service for U. S. defense are pictured here.
The big, heavy-duty Dodge Job-Rated truck, more powerful this year than
ever before, hauls freight between Los Angeles, Calif, and Boulder City. Nev.
The giant four-motored TWA stratoliner flying overhead is the largest and
most powerful land plane in the U. S. commercial transcontinental service.
Boulder Dam itself, the largest hydro-electric plant in the world, now has a
capacity of 782,500 kilowatts, and this is being doubled to supply necessary
power for war industry, according to recently authorized reports.

AMERICAN

Press of a Free America are as much

guardians of our Liberty as are those
boys who are training for the guardian
ship of It in camps throughout our
country.

Mink Blenl
tural Silv*
Dyed Pen
Skunk <
kiang Car|
Dyed Ru:
Mouton L<
Fox • Gu.-I
Dyed Fox]
Lamb.

As long as America’s Newspapers
print the words and thoughts of
America’s free people, just so long will
America’s people be free. Your news
paper loves Liberty—it is prepared to
guard and defend it.

MORE M

Every-Other-Day

Evcry-Other-Da? ’

THEATRE
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FALL AND WINTER

William Seavey is visiting his
Baraca Class of the Methodist
Church meets Wednesday night wi ,h sisters in Bangor and1 Brewer. He
was acccmpaned by his grand
Mrs. Guy Wilson.
daughter and husband, Mr. and Mrs.

Street Dresses

$3.95 to $8.95

Y

BURDELL’S
si 1

DRESS SHOP
16 School St.,

5

Rockland

Mrs. Leola Rose is visiting in Port
land with her daughter, Mrs. Ogarita Rugg.

Stanton Sleeper, who returned the
same day.

Richard Irving returned Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Wood g: frem a vacation spent ln New York.
Saturday to Boston, and then will
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Thurston,
continue to the Florida West Coast
accompanied by Richard Fisher,
for a vacation.
\
went Saturday to Shelburne, N. H.
Spencer Foundation Garments in where they stopped overnight at
dividually designed; supports for Philbrook Farm, continuing to Gor
all needs. Delivery guaranteed. Mrs ham where Mr. Thurstcn is a con
Mona McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. tractor on the Esso pipe line from
22-M.—adv.
10*21 Portland to Montreal.

Mrs. Lewis Hcwes Johnson of
Itocevik Club will meet tills after
noon at the home of Mrs. Edward Madison, N. J. and Pleasant Beach,
Scuth Thcmaston. a member of
Benner. Broadway.Knox Memorial Association, ap
Mrs. Dcnald Gcss ls cn vacation peared recently before the Colony
from her duties at Senter Crane cf the Oranges National Society of
New England Women at the home
Company.
of Mrs. Louis in East Orange, N. J.,
The Tantramar Club wili be en and gave a talk cn “General Knox.’’
tertained at the home of Mrs. Paul the founding of the Knox Memorial
Plourd. Purchase street, tomorrow Association, the Home Industries
Shop and “Montpelier”. Mrs. John
night.
sen displayed several Items pur
chased
frem the shop and pictures
R chard Brown of Belfast has re
cf
“
Mcntpelier
”. Mrs. Johnson and
turned to his duties there after be
Mrs.
Shew
are
members cf the Naing the week-end guest of his par
ticnal
Society
of New England
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Nestor Brown.
Wcmen. Mrs. Shaw is the former
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Simpson cf Grace Green of Rockland.
North Haven are making a fort
night's visit with Mrs. Basil Stin
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
son, Masonic street. Mr. Simpson econd floor, 16 School street, Odd
was recently appointed a deputy Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Sheriff fcr his town, and is here Coate and Cloth Coats, at moderate
In attendance upon Superior Court. prices

y W

a

FOR 275 LUCKY ROCKLAND WOMEN! JUST 275 MAGNIFICENT SCOTT FUR COATS CHOSEN FROM
llajor W. S. Van Dyke II eonnnivcrs.iry with the old Metro
[new Kildare picture, “Dr. Kil-

THE VAST STOCKS OF ALL SCOTT FURRIERS NEW ENGLAND STORES ON SALE AT CUTLER’S,

ROCKLAND, AT DRASTIC STOCKTAKING REDUCTIONS!
ng, living the last several

Sum-

WEDNESDAY £ THURSDAY ONLY!

in the Bachelder house.
Healy had great wisdom and

ou.s charm, and was truly pubOirited. She supported’ actively
erk of the church and sewing
here, and was in the soundest
> a good neighbor to all.
e tame from pioneer stock and
ary Wallace, some six years old,
fame with her family from Canl North Dakota as part of a
1 River region. Dr. Healy as
ry young boy, was part of the
company.
the earlier days of their mar
ine Dr. and Mrs. Healy lived
ini, inhabited places. His calls
sui ■(‘on took him far away
roadless prairie fcr considerperiods. It was therefore only
iral that a woman of her spirit
character should learn to shoot,
orseback and do pretty much
itter of course most other
but important things that
irtain to frontier life. Her ex?nces added to her innate judgt and character.
e are poorer for Mrs. Healy’s
and she is mourned by all who
her. Surviving are her four
filters, Mrs. Paul E. Shorb, Mrs.
tandolph Outline, Mrs. Eleanor
f$o< th. Mrs. Roscoe H. Hupper,
even grandchildren. . The servwerc held at the Grand Porks
ie Saturday afternoon Feb. 7.

STOCK-TAKING SALE
OFF
SKUNK

as much

DYED

as

OPOSSUM

More

Great Coat
Formerly
S130

FUR COATS
11 scon

FUR COATS

Made To Sell For
$89 to $119

|

*59
19 SCOTT FUR COATS

1
1

Made To Sell For
$149 to $179

”99

•«S

and

Scott Super-Bilt

ND IT!

torn

TOTS'

Scoff Furriers . . . New England’s Largest Fur Establishment’s Famous Annual

Iderable company seeking a new
md who decided to settle in

21 SCOTT FUR COATS
Made To Sell For
$119 to $149

*79
27 scon FUR COATS
Made To Sell For
$179 to $219

*129

One of the most unique and hilari
ous parties of the season was given
by Bernard Kaler Jr., last Wednes
day in celebration cf his ninth
birthday, at his home, 56 Pleasant
street. Balloons, clowns, gay paper
streamers, transported the bidden
guests into the atmrsphere of the
circus and all the thrills of the
“big top'*—peanuts, pop corn, lem
onade, crackerjacks, even the cages
of wild animals, not forgetting a big
herd of elephants were present.
Time was passed very quickly after
the big show started and many
games and prizes won. These who
had tickets for the circus were:
Marjorie Callahan, Neva Cuthbertsen, Irvin Chase, Charlie Brown,
Patricia Cuthbeitson, Francis Barten, Emily Molloy, Dcnald Lunt,
Leroy Gray, Cennie Bartcn, Arnold
Hunt, Bernard Jr.’s grandmotlier
Mrs. Clinton Kaler, and hLs great
great, gredt grandmother, Mrs.
Addie F. Lurvey. Mrs. Benjamin
Hunt of South Waldoboro, Mrs.
Bernard Gray and Miss Nellie Fol
lett. Bernard, Jr., received many
pleasing gifts, including defense
stamps. This party being such a big
success, Bernard has already started
plans fcr the Wild West show to be
held next year.

MRS. ANGELINE BALLOU

Funeral services were conducted
yesterday for Mrs. Angeline Butman
Ballou, widow cf the late Herbert
Bellou. from the residence of her

1

24 SCOTT FUR COATS

1

Made To Sell For

1 18 scon FUR COATS

$219 to $249

Made To Sell For
$249 to $279

$149

*179

WEDNESDAY AND
THURSDAY

•

'RKIIDARE

ILVl

k'"''

Pond.

Mrs. Ballou, who had arrived at
By K. S. F.
’he heme of her mother fre.n her
heme in Allstcn, Mass, two werks
ago, died Saturday. She was b;rn
Before her marriage to the first
in Round Pond, the daughter of the
President.
Martha
Washington
late Capt. William C. Butman and
had
four
children
by
her
first hus
Adelaide M. Butman. Beside her
mother, a sister, Mrs. Frank C Howe band. Two died/ in infancy.
• • • •
Cf Rockland survives her.
At cne time Lord Tennyscn
turned
down and re used an effer
Almon Cccper Jr. who is em
of
$5,000
for him to write a Christ
ployed in South Portland spent the
mas
card
verse. He felt it below
week-end here.
his dignity.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson who
Banger takes note that Paul
have been guests the past two
weeks at the Thorndike Hotel, re White, a local bey. has written a
turned yesterday to their home I new sea-chanty harp quintet. Mr.
at Swans Island. Sundry visits to White used to play with the Ban
a lceal dentist have meantime gor symphony orchestra, and is a
lessened Mr. Johnson's avoirdupois, brilliant violinist. He is now located
but he expects to regain the lost ln Rochester, N. Y. His best known
weight when he comes again the composition, “Five Miniatures.” for
first of April. The Thorndike orchestra, has been played with
Forum is rendered leneseme by great success by all the leading
Mr. Johnson's absence,, for he orchestras in America and Europe;
proved an able and forceful de it was performed b.v the Philadel
bater, capable of taking cn all phia Orchestra, under Jose Iturbi.
comers. Messrs Carlson, Cocper Mr. White has also published a
and Hughes must now carry the symphony in E minor, a Pagan Fes
tival Overture, a Sinfonietta for
burden.
strings, other smaller works for
Circle supper at the Congrega- j various groupings of instruments,
tional Church Wednesday will and numerous songs and violin
have as housekeepers, Mrs. Allan pieces. The “’Miniatures" were re
Murray and Mrs. Frank Marsh corded by Arthur F.edler.
• • • ♦
co-chairmen, Mrs. Roy Welker,
There are already twice as many
Mrs. Dana Cummings, Mrs. Al
bert Havener. Mrs. Curtis Good persons on government pay rclls
win, Mrs. Dcnald Cummings. Mrs. today as there were during the
William A. Johnston, Mrs. Carl first World War
• • • ♦
Moran, Mrs. Chauncey Keene,
Two Rockland gardeners of note
Mrs. Chari s Merritt, Mrs. Ken
have told me they have in their
neth Spear, Mrs. Henry Bird.
garden plots snow drops up sev
The Poetry Fellowship cf Maine eral inches high. I.ock out for
mid-Winter meeting is called for blossoms.
• • • •
Saturday Feb. 14 at the Columbia
In a recent magazine article on
Hotel in Portland. At 11 a. m.,
business, with action on proposed “How’ to Make Friends", the writer
changes in
the
Constitution.. said, “The best way of all that I
Lunchecn at 1 o’clock, $1; kindly know of winning friend- is that
make reservations early.
Open of building up their self esteem",
meeting for general discussions at
• • • •
2 p. m.
Mr. Kraft, the famous cheese
man. has been in town and he tells
A covered dish supper for mem the world there is enough cheese
bers of the Catholic Women’s Club for everybody of this healthful foed
with be held Thursday at 6.20 at St. which though it is American-made,
Bernard’s Church basement, this to will nevertheless be sold under
be followed by a business meeting such foreign names as Roquefort,
and the showing cf motion pictures Limburger. Ccmrmbert, and it’s as
cf parishioners in Rockland, Them- goed as the world offers,
aston and Camden. The occasion'
....
will be in the form of aValentine! Miss Myrtle Fisk of Augusta, and
party.
j Damariscotta, sccial jvorker for
------j child welfare, has been in the city
Mrs. Vivian BillingsRobertsof i this week.’ Miss Fisk makes
her
New Ycrk and Miss Adelaide Cross headquarters at the Copper Kettle,
were luncheon guests at the Copper Miss Fi k finds much work to do
Kettle of Mrs. Edward J. Hellier in Knox County. She says these

Shades of Mctlier Goose

AYRES • BARRYMORE
ANN AYAHS - RCEEftT SfEPlING
JEAN. ROGERS - AIMA KRUGL?

r ; . •. ►'ll’ L / H <.' r v ke , UC

tural Silver Muskrat • Hudson Seal Dyed Muskrat • Let-Out Raccoon • Black

0/fcl’J t»MiW s y*H 0**1 ti

Dyed Persian Lamb • Black Dyed Persian Lamb Paw • Dyed Skunk • Natural

Irica arc as much

Dyed Russian Weasel • Seal Dyed Coney ® Beaver Dyed Coney • Beaver Dyed

Use The
Famous Scott
Unique

|erty as are those

Mouton Lamb * Kaffa Dyed Lapin • Natural Squirrel • Mink Dyed Squirrel • Red

Payment Plan!

for the guardiani throughout our

Fox • Guanaco • Wolf • Monkey • Platinum Blue Dyed Norwegian Fox • Silver

Skunk « Skunk Dyed Opossum • Russian Pony • Caracul Dyed Kid • Dyed Che

kiang Caracul Lamb • Dyed Caracul Paw • Natural Chinese Kidskin • Mink

The MacDonald Class cf FirstjTommy thinks he>s liinblp
Baptist Church will meet Thursday, Ton,my thinks he.s qukk
evening witli Mis. Marion Goss, But he couldn’t get up
Purchase street
When a truck did its trick.
Little Miss Stuffett set on a tuffett
And ate mince pie like a farmer,
Che said that she liked it
HOC K k A M
And we’d ail better try it
TODAY. WED., THURS.
In cold days it helps keep her
Two Big Features
warmer.
A bat and rat. a deg and a cat
Had ncthing but prunes for their

PACIFIC
BLACKOUT
A Paramount Picture with

I.ONE I

Mink Blend Muskrat • Sable Blend Muskrat « Silvertone Dyed Muskrat • Na

ROBERT PRESTON
MARTHA Q’DRfSCOLL
PHIUP MERIVAIE

KVA GABOR

Director by P AIPU MURPHY S .-»tn Play by
Loiter C«J« and W P '.picomb Band un
c tic y by f’eit Spencer ar.d Curt S.odrr

Phis

EXTRA! New

sinners.

«CRMDEN»
Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3

row. B PGATN P^Y 25c
IN

’

be

Lamb.

dinner.

They creaked. “We’ll rebel!” and
wished fcr—well
Mi k, cheese and bines, the old

Also On the Same Program

tv

Dyed Fox • Skunk Dyed Raccoon • Chinese Leopard Cat • Gray Dyed Bombay

CUTLER’S

This And That

mother, Mrs. William G. Butman.
North Main street. Rsv. Dr. John
Smith Lcwe of the Universalist
Church, officiated and interment
was in Oak Hill cemetery, R:und

---------

CHOOSE FROM 32 TYPES OF FURS

•SQUARE

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY
The 50th anniversary of the char
tering of Golden Bod chapter O.E.S.
will be celebrated Friday night at
which time the Grand Officers of
the Grand chapter of Maine will be
present to do the ritualistic work.
Contrary to the usual custom of
a covered dish supper, furnished by
the members, supper will be served
by the Star at 60 cents per plate
for members and, guests alike, at
6 o’clock sharp. Mrs. Ivy Chatto
is chaiiman of * the supper being
assisted by Mrs. Carolyn Stewart,
Mrs. V.ncie Clark, Mrs. Evelyn Or
cutt. Mrs. Lena Stevens, Mrs. Sadie
Griffin. Mrs. Laura Buswell and
Mrs. Helen Bean. Miss Katherine
A. Veazie is in charge of the dining
room with Mrs. Roy Jones and M:s.
Paul Seavey as her assistants while
Mrs. Leona FI nt and Mrs. Winfield
Chatto have charge of the decora
tions. Past Matrons cf the chapter
will act as the hospitality committee
headed by Mrs. Hester Chase, Mrs.
Laura Maxey and Mrs. Gertrude
Boody.

The Methebesec Club met at the
home of Mrs. Irene Walker Friday,
but 10 members present, due to tne
snowstorm. Those however, felt
ample repaid as the program was
outstanding. Miss Daly gave a de
lightful diary of a trip from Palest.ne to Egypt, and Mrs. Irene Moran
read an intensely interesting paper
on her visit to Egypt and Greece.
Mrs. Vardavoulis added greatly io
the program playing folk songs of
Greece and showing dance steps of
her native country, Greece. Mrs.
Moran had beautiful articles from
Egypt, consisting of brass trays,
bracelets and rings of silver, a beau
tiful piece of red silk with Egyptian 1 Monday, after which they went to times make fcr strenuous effort. She
figures woven in and many pictures. the Talbot avenue home cf Mrs., says more praying mothers are
Hellier for sewing and cards.
I needed whcee first thoughts are
---------j “What’s best for character developMiss Enah Orff is leaving this
merning for her home in Lawrence,
M s. Seth Lew airived last night ment m children?” This she tells
Mass.,
after
spending
several fcr a visit with her mother, Mrs.., me in her sweet serious and charming manner.
I i months in this city and Jefferson. E. D. Spear cf Maple street.
• • e •
Rounds’ Mothers’ Class will meet
Members of the Universalist Mis
In some cities new homes have
sion Circle are requested to go to Thursday night in the Congrega been built without chimneys. Out
the meeting tomurrew afternoon tional parlors, for Red Cress sewing. in Denver, Col., however, an order
prepared fcr sewing ler the Red bring thread and scissors. The hos- has gone cut from city authorities
Cross.
tesses are Mrs. Vance Norton, Mrs., that dwellings must have chimneys
Dana Cummings and Mrs. Harold of proper size so coal or wood can
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Karl.
Members are reminded be burned as well as natural gas.
cf their pledge.
|
....

Other Scott Furs Sale Priced from $179 to $399

ica's Newspapers
Lnd thoughts of
just so long wiU
Ifree. Your newsit is prepared to
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Alan Curtis, Ilona Massey
“NEW WINE ’
Saucy! Daring! Divine!
PIu-j
TYRONE POWER in
“SUEZ”

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
The stars ol
PENNY SERENADE
and REBECCA
in this nest
thrilling mystery'

now!

sasyy*2«iSiSr"

MCORMHUTEO

ROCKUNB:

coat h 11 hurry tn «.
bardJ/7 buys >,
sCOo
offer i.i
to get
^ifh

Everyone Should See It!

harder anw

We cat,

these

* --S

■------

“IF AN AIR RAID
COMES”

?JOu<'hoose; Sr°Ufure,

TODAY

“How Gr6en Was My
Valley”
with WALTER PIDGEON

MORE NEW ENGLAND WOMEN BUY SCOTT FURS THAN ANY OTHERS!
ROCKLAND

.,JANE DARWELL

Lynne Roberts * William Tracy
Robert Cornell-Roman Bohnen
A

Twentieth Centvry-Fex Picture

Every Friday Night
COUNTRY STORE

SKIING

SHORT

NEWS

Coming: “Dr. Kildare’s Victory'

Page Eight

A

WASHINGTON-AND YOU

Fighter Goes For Something Sweet

Washington, Peb. 11—With every milk in place ot the 8-ounce bot
day that gees by, the war upsets tles they used to get. The 8-ounce
our easy peace-time ways. Much bottles wholesaled at 3!4 cents and
fun was made of the President's retailed to the guest at 5 cents.
suggestion that unnecessary peo : The complaint say6 that the 10ple move out of Washington but ounce bottle is more than the averevery time I try to find a place for i age customer wants to drink and
a Maine man or woman, called 1 that the price will have to be 10
hre to take a Government job I I cents. Milk is produced locally at
feel the same way. The Capital I an average cost to the wholesaler
C.ty is crowded now beyond cap 1 of 7 cents for a quart or 32 ounces
acity. either for housing or effi ‘ but is coming to eating places at
cient tran.«pcrtation or communi 1 32 cents a quart, the writer says,
cation. with mere expansion of 1 making the milk cost the laborerthe defense effort every day. When j consumer about four and a half
everybody is making sacrifices, it i times what the farmer-producer
seems to me the people should got for it.
Moreover, the complaintant say's
not choose Washington to loaf in.
• • • •
that certain milk dealers are help
Necessity of transacting Gov ing to finance some of the new
ernment business quickly has eating-places to force this new
meant priority for officials on air price range, finally doubling the
planes which is* certainly against ccst of a glass of milk to custo
all our old ideas of equality for mers cf the eating places. I have
everybody and "first ccme. first turned this letter over to the De
served.” The War Department has partment of Agriculture and asked
an
opinion,
particularly
ordered all air lines to make room for
for authorized officials even if whether or not this is a condition
civilians and their baggage, who lccal to Maine. The war is caus
have made previous reservations, ing the elimination of many small
have to be moved out. Of course, containers and packages and this
the official must really have Gov may apply to milk but the war
ernment business which author needs should not be used unneces
izes his travel in haste. Members sarily to inconvenience customers
of Congress on official business or for selfish purposes.
•
have this priority too. I hope
The Garden Club Federation of
never to have to use it. Now that
Congress sits so continuously that Maine, which originated the idea
a Member has to go home "on of w’hat is now the Victory Gar
week-ends," and even then risk
den Program of the Office of
absence from a vote, air travel is
Civilian Defense, has written sug
most convenient.
gesting that the heme gardeners
• • • •
The new War Production Board, might grow herbs commercialy.
which succeeded OPM.. has st. The Victory Gardens are for home
up a Division of Didustrial Op use but Mrs. Edward Merrill,
erations which has a simplified Chairman of Horticulture of the
production requirements plan for Maine Federation, writes me that
small manufacturers with an an since many herbs such as sage,
nual business of less than $100,000 which are imported, are now cut
This plan is meant to help the off, amateur gardeners might
small manufacturer who is en make a little money by growing
gaged in war production or essen them for sale. She asks for Gov
tial civilian production to get ernment bulletins on this subject
priorities in scarce materials. Ap and I am sending what is avail
plications can new be filed with able.
• • • •
this Division and the blanks are
Another query has ccme to me.
only one-page long!
• • • •
this time frem a Lincoln County
The 1939 census showed 128,000 lawyer, asking if men can enlist
manuiac urers with an annual In the Navy and thus escape re
volume o. less than S1CO.COO, mcst sponsibility of supporting a fam
of them producing exclusively fcr ily. The answer to this is “Yes,"
civilians. W.P.B. has the job of insofar as legal compulsion to
decid'ng what civilian production make a Navy enlisted man con
is essential and what is not. The tribute to family support. Neither
road fcr those who are net es in Army or Navy can an enlisted
sential Is liaid, I am afraid. The man be forced to make an allot
Republicans set up last year a ment for support of a family. Howfcin^ll Business Committee of ) ever, it is not customary for a man
Which I am a Member and we are to enlist just to escape family ob
studying this new Division to see ligations. The Navy Department
how1 it will help small business. says that any complaint of this
The Division will help manufac sort can be forwarded to the man’s
turers who produce non-essentials CoYnmanding Officer who will en
to change ever to essential, or to deavor to make the man realize
war production, if possible. There his obligations. If there are enough
is a Small Business Section of the debts and complaints, the naan can
Production Requirements Branch, be discharged for not assuming
WP3 , and applicants for priori legitimate responsibilities.
• • • •
ties will make out feur copies of
A
Knox
County
citizen has writ
the application blanks, keep one
ten
asking
if
citizens
should save
and send the other three to this
their
tin
cans.
He
says
that some
Section. The best part of this
time
ago
there
was
a
report
that
plan is^hat a separate application
the
Government
would
need
the
does not have to be filed cut for
metal
in
tin
cans
and
that
in
his
each of the scarce materials
locality everybody saved the cans,
needed.
• • • •
local men volunteering services
A complaint has come to me and trucks to gather them. But
from Lewiston that some milk nothing more was heard about it
wholesalers are forcing eating- and he wants to know. I took
places to buy 10-ounce bottles of this up with OPM and Paul C.
Cabot, Deputy Chief of the Bu
reau of Industrial Conservation,
replied that the Bureau has under

Morning Glory Troop

Back from battle—real or practice—nothing tastes so good to a tired
soldier as a cookie and a cup of coffee, according to the experience of
1,350 Salvation Army lassies, such as this one with a dimpled cheek,
who are now on duty in USO clubs, troop transfer centers, mobile can
teens, and wherever a man in uniform may pause for a snack.

THIS “SURE-FIRE” METHOD
MAKES PERFECT PIE CRUST

To make the crust for a pie that
tastes
just as good as the illustra
crust! Doesn’t it bring up
tion
looks,
use the following sim
thoughts of a New England kitchen,
of the tantalizing aroma of brown ple method.
pie cru^t and fruit juices! And oh,
Double Crust Measurements
the delight of the first mouthful of
2 cups sifted flour
that perfect pie! But there are also
1 teaspoon salt
memories of the days when the pie
% cup Crisco vegetable
shortening
was soggy and flat, when mother
>4 cup water
murmured, “Somehow I just didn’t
have luck with my pie today!”
Sift flour and salt into bowl. Take
These occasional failures discour out % cup of this flour and mix
age even the best of cooks when with the ’4 cup of water to form a
making pies . . . but nowadays such paste. Add shortening to remain
failures can be avoided, for a new ing flour; cut shortening in with
sure-fire method of making pie knives, fork or blender until the
crust has been originated. All the pieces are the size of small peas.
former standard methods left the Next, add flour-paste to shorteningamount of water to the cook’s flour mixture. Mix thoroughly until
judgment, so too much water was the dough comes together and can
often used . . . resulting in tough be shaped into a ball. Divide the
pastry. The new method worked dough in half. Roll out both crusts
out by the makers of Crisco gives about >s inch thick. Be sure all
the exact quantity of water to be your measurements are level, meas
used — and it works, as repeated ured with standard measuring cups
tests have proved!
and spoons.

RES1I FRUIT PIE with lattice

F

consideration plans which will
probably include salvage of the
material in tin cans. This pro
gram will be announced by radio
and press when formulated, lie
said The aluminum salvage cam
paign showed that it is best to
handle this sort of salvage through
established industrial channels and
I believe that an organized salvage I
program for many valuable ma
terials will be announced soon.

World’s Longest

' Who’s Who

AWAITS YOU

I ’"A, nawlv r,n’
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****•

Jay

I Ve*r’y
o
six??*

FUN

Enjoy Hie tplendor ef Mte
(Met end wmme *••*—in

B Comodoro Hotel effort

Q: How often should the drain of

•II Hie facilities, el the restful
charm end perfect comfort
to suit Hie moil exacting
teste. Leceted in Hie heart
of downtown Miami—"just •
whisper" from el activities.

a kitchen sink be cleaned?
A: The drain or rather sink trap
should be cleaned at least on* every
two weeks by pouring down plain
boiling water with potash lye or
caustic potash added in stubborn
cases. (Use these chemicals with
caution as they not only destroy
clothing but cause nasty burns as
well.)
When washes fail, the insertion of
a wire following the removal of the
trap plug serves to relieve the con

There ere 250 ertisticely fur
nished rooms with tub end
shower from $2.50 tingle end

$4.00 double.

Steam beet.

The modem eir cooled Coffee
Shop is famous for fine food
—et moderate prices. The

codded lounge is deeervedly

L1* 8A«
M«"agar

13X a a First Strsst

MIAMI. FLORIDA

Plan your Mtemi Vacation
oowl Fori

By ABNER GORDON

Established Jan

Under the able supervision of Har
lan Bragdon, teacher of the gram
mar school and his pupils and
Robert Bald. Jr., with his small
truck, they have scoured the town
of St. George for newspapers and
magazines, and in three days had
collected five and one-half tons,
Great interest and co-operation
were shown by the townspeople as
they tied their papers in bundles
which could be easily handled b>
the children, for they knew that
the proceeds were to go for the bene
fit of the Red Cross.
Fifty-four dollars was received
from the sale of the papers, and 55
which the pupils gave from their
class. Credit also goes to C. E.
Wheeler who allowed his store to
be used for storage of the papers
until they could be sold.

On The Deal

Miss Helen Fisher has been ab
sent for the past three weeks, due
to illness. Last week the scouts
sent her a plant, and many get
well wishes.
Mjss Fisher’s patrol is working
on their dramatic appreciation j
badge.
I
The sccuts are still working on
their Red Cross afghan and the
work is well underway.
• • • •
Each scout troop has recently
donated the week’s collection to ,
the Red Cross.
!
j
Pine Cone Troop
GALLANT HEROES on the British homefront are the men of
This troop has a new member. ’
the fire-fighting brigades who have won decisive victories over
j
the Nazi air squadrons which have rained down hundreds oi
Patricia Dodge.
'
thousands of incendiary bombs upon their homes and cities.
A letter was read at the last
Today, in New York City (above) and in thousands of other
i
meeting from the National Di
communities throughout the U.S., countless volunteers are, being
enrolled and trained as auxiliary fire-fighters in America s own
rector of the Girl Scouts, concern
APPLE AWARD WON BY A. & Pcivilian defense program. “When Air Raids Strike , the lates
ing their part in the national
March of Time film, shows how Britain’s Air Raid Precautions
emergency.
(ARP) Bystem has been perfected since the £rea* raids on
First Grower-Sponsored Contest To
Ixmdon last year when, in a single night, more than 10,000 fires
The Senior Patrol has been
Stimulate Better Advertising
were started by incendiaries. The film contains many valuable
sending and receiving messages in
Attracts 45 Entries
lessons for America’s civilian defense program and shows how
Morse Code with flags.
these lessons are being applied today.
The first Annual Golden Apple
About one-half the membership
in this troop is engaged in Red Advertising Award sponsored by the
New York and New England Apple
Cross knitting.
Institute
was won by the A & P
The scouts have been studying
Answer to this puzzle on page four
Tea
Company.
from the Health and Safety sec
Designed to “stimulate better ad8
tion of their handbooks
5“ 4
7
2.
1
i
vertising
of apples," the award was (
The question among Scouts to
day seems to be “What can I do ' based on “the best single advert sing
IO
11
9
piece” produced and used in the
to help?"
li
From the Girl Scout headquar New York and New England terri
lb
15
w
11
tory
during
1941.
The
winning
ters cemes the following: "Now
26
i9
ii
as never before in the history of piece, a large point-of-sale poster
18
17
designed
to
supplement
newspaper
Girl Scouting, our organization
lb
has an opportunity to prove the advertising, was prepared by Paris,
Z5
14
and
Peart,
agency
for
the
A
&
P.
•
reason for its existence. In the
"Grower members of the Inst tute, h
present dark state of the world
1
28
27
which changes so from day to day who have long recognized the value
that we cannot safely predict of consistent, high quality adver
41
L
what it will be tomorrow, the ques tising, are more than gratified at
tion in every American heart, the interest shown by agencies,
i4
i 3<!> Si
it
ycung cr old, is ‘What can I do lithographers, printers and distribu
tors who submitted 45 entries,”
to help?'
3d
37
35
O
’Neill said. “Increased competi"Our Girl Scouts are asking
themselves and their leaders this i tion from other foods, coupled with
Mi
M2
41
40
question. Their energy and their the loss of export markets due to
w
idealism are seeking channels for the war, makes a necessity of adver
4b
48
47
44
45
tising
such
as
that
generated
’
e
y
expression. Opportunities for serv
ice should be pointed out to them the Award.”
feo
5'
Out of 10 honorable ment on
49
and emphasized, especially at this
awards,
four
were
won
by
the
First
NW
time, when the energy of every
1
53
5X
man, woman and child is needed National Stores of Somerville, Mass.,
■
with store and subway posters, in
to build a saner world.
apple cut-out, and a recipe folder.
“Scouting was founded on the
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL (Cant.)
HORIZONTAL
J.
W. Pepper, Inc., New York agen
principle of service—duty to God
44- Suffix to forn) noune 1 t-Own
1-Fruit of the oak
13-Verbal
of agency
5-Deadly
and country, help to others at all cy, won three honorable mentions,
16-lnactive
two
with newspaper display ads and
45- Compartment for
9-Eradieate
times. In the 28 years of our his
18-Part of verb ’To be1
coal
11- A nimbus
one
with
a quiz folder.
tory as an organization, we have
20- Attained
46- Dip
12- Behold
21- Grease
48- The (Sp.)
14- Mongrel dog
been preparing girls to understand
LET’S PULL TOGETHER
23-Mother (Latin)
49- Poat on a ship’s
15- A constellation
the responsibilities that go with
26- Withered
deck
16- Four
their rights in a democracy and “This the Testing Time for AH’
50- Son of Isaac (Bible) 27- Bow the head
17- Girl’s name
19-Cord-like structure 52-Wanta
to be of service in their communi
28- Wager
Writes a Bay State Reader
63-Literary
of the body
30- Wild animal
ties and in the world, and we have
composition
21- Lyrie poem
31- Even (contr.)
encouraged and fostered certain
Life has been a long battle be 22- Tepid
33- Born
attitudes and skills that are par tween good and evil. Evil seems 24- Golf mound
VERTICAL
34- Defy
25Rash
ticularly useful in these grave to be unyielding and has made a
35- Harsh
1- Let
?6-Depend
times.”
great head start. This is the age 28- Bulky package
36- Scraped linen
2-Conjunction
It has been suggested by the that challenges us with crushing
3- Fabulous bird
29- Felt
37- Otherwi8e
4- Part of speech
39-Postpone
national headquarters that a Serv force—that demands the asser 30- Exploit
5- Paasage-money
32-Care for
41- Rests
ice Bureau be established, based tion of our highest attributes.
6- Wing-like part
35- Wise man
42- Facility
cn composite thinking of persons
7- Toward
It is an unrelenting challenge to
36- Sheltered aide
8- River embankment 45-Command
38-Ex’inct
who know the community needs, men and women to discard care47-Aeriform matter
10-Old allowance for
40- Half a score
persons who knew what Girl i less thought forces.
We must 41- Move sidewise
waste In transpor 49-Exist
Scouting can do about these needs i build an establishment of balance
tation
51-You and me
43-Before
and the Girl Scouts themselves. It in this chaotic world. We must
would be the duty of the Service not be crushed by present condl- tranquility to earth?
j make this world free from the
Bureau, in co-cperation with ex . tions. Now, is the time for each
We can all put our hands cn mocking mistakes of the centuries
isting agencies, such as, the Red cf us to make a determined effort
the
world’s throttle and engineerthat have closed men’s hearts to
Cross, to co-ordinate the needs of to pull together and help build a
the
hungry world toward higher I the higher treasures of life,
th? community with the abilities > safe foundation for civilizations.
power,
to teach humanity, to build , Come, Comrades We Will Win!
and skills that the girls have to
It depends wholly upon the ef- j
and
mold
a nation with cpen and
Agnes L. Scott
offer. The Bureau should take forts of each of us to attribute
just
minds,
to
create
plans
to
i
Brockline.
Mass..
Feb.
7.
particular care to keep this com the best in our hearts and sculs—
munity service as normal as pos these are the really beneficient
sible. remembering that the de forces—this means our powers are
velopment and happiness of the focused in the forceful and effec
girls themselves are of first im tive assistance to cpen up new
portance.
worlds for humanity.
• • • •
This is the testing time for aril.
A meeting of the Girl Scout
There are many men and women
Committee was held at the Cham
who are asking the question, what
ber of Commerce office Wednes
can we do to end war and bring
day and ways and means of as
sisting in national defense were
discussed.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Passed

by Oetuor

N a building in the Canadian
Capital, Ottawa, there is a list 12
miles long on which are recorded
the names of some 2,200,000 Cana
dians between the ages of 16 and
69, who have bad training in spe- !
cialixed occupations of potential I
value to the war effort of the
Dominion. This list, a few yards of '
which are shown in the photograph,
is one of the outcomes of National
Registration in which all Canadians I
16 years of age and over, had to j
answer «a lot of questions for the
benefit of the government Every
Canadian male and female of 16 and
over is required to carry a registra
tion card at all timet and to pro
duce it on demand of any recognized
authoritv.

I

SAVE!
Time, Mistakes
Worry, Expense,

Over the lC-ycar period leading up
Rentals
to 1919, the non-stop record for Only $1-56 Week
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER OO.
airplane flights jumped from 21
11 Park St,
Rockland,
TeL 2S7-W
mikes to almost 3000 miles.

qF

Committees Ar
Over Time To
nual Event a
for

Preparations

Kippy Karnival ar
way at the High (Seri
Committee heads a(
ing the wcrk whicl
tically being carrie
hands.
In keeping with
theme of the Karp
will be galy patrii
lights will pour the
and one wall will be
by the stars and
flag. The individuj
be patriotically trim)
and representatives
counties.
This is the one
school in which eve!
participate and e\i
and cheerfully “piti
ing the Karnival
socially a success, b<
class and for the w
The “bigget and
word going around
whole public is inv(
itself on February
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First impressions count. Gqod, bad or indiffer
ent, they're hard to change. So it pays to make
food first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. Which is more impressivethree lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a "private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some "corner card” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.

Dr.True’s Elixir
FAMILY

“Kippy K«

UNITED
STATES
SAVINGS
BONDS

TOMORROW

TRUE

Four students frot
one each from Union
at the University of R
•made an average of I
their courses during
mester. were included
list issued by Jame
registrar. They were:
From Rcckland:
Perry, sen of Mrs. Hi
a senior in general
Joseph H. Dondis, so
Mrs. James Dondis.
in civil engineering;
Rice, daughter of C:
Keryn ap Rice, a sopi
college of arts and
Stanley A Murray,
Mrs. Allan j. Murraj
in chemical engineer
James A McEdwaii
and Mrs D. D. McEdi
a senior in mechan
ing; Jasper A Spea
and Mrs. Forrest E.
ren, a senior in hisi

Genuine

need your care today.
Many wise mother* and fathers find
Dr. True's Elixir a helpful ally when their
children require a laxative. This medicine
aids in promoting intestinal elimination. For
young and old. Agreeable to take. Caution: Use
only as directed. Ask for it at your druggist.

‘___ THE

Six Knox Count'
Are So Recordc
versity of M

N

patterns the divine. Consolation
gestion.'
and peace are based on the en
Q: How can we pep up the circu lightened sense of God's govern
lation of hot air through ducts re
ment.—Mary Baker Eddy
mote from the furnace?

A: The installation of a fan to
create a forced draft would undoubt
edly solve your problem. See your
local dealer in heating equipment
Q: Please suggest a way to remove
soiled wallpaper.
A: Wallpaper is readily removed
with a broad knife, scraper or simi
lar tool once the paper has been well
saturated with warm water. Simple
washing should then suffice to re
move all traces of the paste.

5 b

NSE

viously reported, totaled $73.30.
Later sums include: Christian Ad
vent Church, $3.60; Misses Fannie
and Harriet Long, $10; Sydney Da
vis, $1; Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Ma
loney, $2; Ocean View Grange, $15.
The total to date is $104 90.
Human law is right only

Issued^
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

U.S. Answer to Fire-Bomb Threat

Pupils of St. George Salvage
Much Waste Material
For Uncle Sam

HE preparation and application
of putty for steel sash follows
closely that for the more common
wood variety, save that litharge is
an added ingredient to promote ad
hesion on the comparatively smooth
metal.
To one part (by volume) each of
white lead and litharge is added 3
parts whrti ng. the whole being
kneaded in linseed oil until the
proper consistency is reached. This
is in comparison with the 2 to 3 part
mixture of soft paste white lead and.
whiting usually specified for wood
sash.
.
In both cases the putty dries to a
firmly adhesive mass, yet the white
lead base remains sufficiently elastic
to allow for the expansion and con
ST. GEORGE
traction of the surface. This is the
Contributions to the Red Cross
secret w'hich keeps sash maintenance
costs at a minimum.
received by Minnie A. Allen, as pre

T
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Five Tons Of Paper
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Girl Scout Trails
Some Timely News Which
Pertains To the Local'
Organizations

By Margaret Chase Smith

A

Every-Other-Day
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